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Staging Public Life in the Hellenistic World* 
Angelos C H A N I O T I S 
(New York University) 
ecopaiccbs TrdvTa TO: EKET TrpdyuaTct 
TpaycpSlav 5vra Ka\ OKr|Voypc«plav 
1. Life as a stage in Hellenistic thought 
The story goes that moments before his death Augustus turned to his friends, asked 
them if he had played his part in the drama of life (mimum vitae) well, and — quoting a 
comic epilogue - invited them to greet his exit with applause1. This comparison of a 
dying person to an actor who leaves the stage is one of the many similies ancient theater 
has bequeathed to the post-classical world2. O n a philosophical level, this simile indicates 
that life is a stage3 on which humans act out the parts in a play composed by powers 
beyond their control. For modern sociology and anthropology the playwrights of the 
drama of life are societies; they generate symbolic actions and roles which each member 
I would like to express my thanks to Oliver Hoover, MA, for improving the English text and 
to William J. Slater for many useful suggestions. 
1 Suet., Oct. 99 ed. Ailloud: capillum sibi comi ac malas labantes corrigi praccepit et admissos 
amicos percontatus, ecquid its videretur mimum vitae commode transegisse adiecit et clausulam el 
8e TI / i x ° l KoAcbs, Tcp iraiyvlcp 66TE KP6TOV / KO\ TT6:VTES riufis \ierh x a p 6 s 
TrpoTrdmyaTE; cf. Cass. Dio 56,30,4. On Augustus' last words see most recently Voutiras 
1995: 69 (with bibliography). 
2 On this motif see Voutiras 1995: 68-70; cf. Kokolakis 1976: 182f. See also below § 10 on the 
perception of a funeral as a theatrical exodus. 
3 A useful collection of ancient references to this idea: Kokolakis 1960. Cf., e.g.. Burns 1972: 8-
10; Pollitt 1986: 6; Voutiras 1995: 69. 
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learns to perform or recognize4. Hellenistic thought, on the other hand, recognized the 
directors of the 'play of life' in superhuman forces, the gods or Tyche. Already as early as 
the 3rd century the Cynic Teles (quoting Bion) described Tyche as a tragic poet who 
designs different (social) roles for humans - the poor man and the king, the exile and the 
beggar, etc.; the good man has to play the part assigned to him by Tyche (8ET coaiTEp 
T 6 V a y a 8 6 v O f T O K p i T f i v 8 T I a v 6 T r o i r ) T ^ s T rEp iS f j -rrpdacoTrov T O U T O 
d i y c o v i ^ E a S a i K a A c 6 s ) 5 . This idea was anything but confined to the Cynics. The Stoics 
{e.g., Epiktetos) regarded the divinity as poet and director of the play o f life6. The 
dramatic simile of life was applied by Hellenistic historians as well. Polybios presented the 
conflict between the two sons of king Philip V in the last years of his life as a drama staged 
by Tyche7; and Diodoros — quoting what Demades purportedly had said to Philip II — 
declared Tyche a play-producer who had assigned Philip to play the part of Agamemnon 
in the drama of his life8. 
The perception of life as a drama and the diffusion of other dramatic similes in 
Greek thought are directly related to the increasing popularity of theatrical performances, 
first in classical Athens, later in the Hellenistic world. Public performances inevitably had 
a strong impact on the mentality of contemporary people. Plato had already realized this9, 
and recent research has, indeed, made clear that the important position theater had 
acquired in Athens by the end of the 5th century BC increased the expectation of the 
Athenians that they would experience performances and spectacles outside the context of 
theatrical productions, in the assembly or in the court10. It did not escape Thucydides' 
notice that in the city which had given birth to theater public life increasingly resembled a 
spectacle11. 
4 See, e.g., Turner 1974, esp. 23-59 (on the notion of'social drama'); cf. Burns 1972, esp. 11, 
36-39, 121-143; Ober-Strauss 1990: 245-250 (classical Athens). 
5 Teles, TTepl aurapKelas: 5, 2-7 Hense; cf. Tlep] nepiaT&atcov: 52, 2-6 Hense. 
6 Enchir. 17: 464,10-11 ed. Schenld: uduvriao 6TI UTTOKpimfis ET Spccuccroc. BeAfl 
6 8i5daKaXo5; Diatr. figm. 11: T6 TTEPITEBEV EK TOU SCUMOVIOU TTp6ocoTrov; see 
Kokolakis 1976: 179f. 
7 Polyb. 23,10,12 and 16: T p f T O V 5' r| T\ixtl Sp&ija Karh T 6 V O U T 6 V KCUp6v 
£Tretai)yayev T 6 KOTO: TOOJ u'tous... Kcri T 6 Karh TO{I$ u i o u s VEIKOS S u a -rote 
TrpoEipriM^vots E^EttauBr), rf\s TUXHS waTrep ETnTrjSES &vafiifia£ouar)s enl cmr]v{}V 
tv iv\ Katpcp Ta$ TOVJTTCOV o u n f o p d s . Walbank (1938: 59-68) has made plausible that 
Polybios presented Philip, in the last years of his life, as a tragic hero. For Tyche as play-
producer in Polybios see also 11,5,8; 29,19,2; cf. Walbank 1979: 233. On the role of Tyche 
in Polybios' work, in general: Walbank 1957: 16-26; Sacks 1981: 136-140. 
8 Diod. 16,87,2: rf\$ TUXT)S croi TfEpi9elaris rrpdaoinov 'AyaiiEnvovos a\rxb% OUK 
aixuvq TTpaTTGov 2pya GEpofrou. 
9 Plato, Res p. II-III 377 a-402 a, X 603 a-608 b; cf. Green 1994: 2. Cf. below § 3 on similar 
thoughts expressed by Plutarch. 
10 Ober 1989, esp. 158, 174-177, 221-226, 306-311; Ober-Strauss 1990: 238, 256-258; Rehm 
1992: 3-5; Slater 1995: 143-146, 153f. 
' 1 Thuc. 3,38,4; cf. Ober 1989: 154 with note 123; Slater 1995: 145. 
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A century later, the ubiquitous experience of theatrical performances not only had 
made the application of more sophisticated theatrical elements in public life possible, but 
it had also made the Greeks more sensitive to their effects. It has long been observed that 
a 'theatrical mentality'12 characterizes many aspects of Hellenistic life. Besides the 
perception of life as a spectacle in contemporary philosophy, Hellenistic literature often 
adopted a theatrical vocabulary to describe the most different situations of life13. A sense 
for dramatic changes is predominent in historiography, not only in the 'tragic history' of a 
Douris or a Phylarchos14; even the greatest critic of 'tragic history', Polybios, could not 
remain indifferent to the peripeteias in the life of individuals and in the life of states. In a 
speech, which he put into the mouth of Philip V , he even mentions drama along with 
mythology and history as a source of moral instruction15. Hellenistic art is also theatrical, 
with the architect's "fondness for dramatic settings and for surprising mysterious inner 
spaces" and, in the words of J. J. Pollitt, the "exaggeratedly massive, tension-filled bodily 
forms and pathetic facial expressions that seem to echo the masks of tragic drama"16. 
The impact of theatrical performances in Hellenistic times clearly went far beyond 
the momentary thrill and joy they offered to audiences. This paper is dedicated to one 
aspect of this phenomenon, to the theatricality of public life. 
12 This is the term used by Pollitt 1986: 4. Cf. Hesberg 1989: 61 with further bibliography (on 
art). 
13 I single out only a few words related to the theater which are used by Polybios to describe 
different situations: keecrrpICcD (3,91,10; 5,15,2; 11,8,7; ft. 141), iiCTpaycpSdco (6,15,7; 
6,56,8), umkpiais (35,2,13); cf. TfeptTTETEia (1,13,11; 3,85,9; 3,97,8; 5,75,5; 6,2,5; 9,12,6; 
16,6,9; 20,5,6; 32,8,4; 38,9,2) and UTT68EOIS (see below note 50). On peripeteia in Polybios 
see below note 15. On the theatrical similes in Polybios see Wanderer 1909: 52-55; cf. 
Foucault 1972: 31, 231, 233. On the theatrical vocabulary used by Plutarch see Di Gregorio 
1976: 168-173. 
14 On 'tragic history' see Walbank 1955 and 1960; Strasburger 1966: 78-85; Meister 1975: 94-
108 (on Phylarchos), 109-126 (short history of research and bibliography); Sacks 1981: 144-
170. Walbank (1960) has shown, however, that this term is inappropriate, since the link 
between tragedy and history is a fundamental affinity going back to the beginnings of both 
genres. 
15 Polyb. 23,11,1: 5EI nf) |i6vov c tvaytvcboKEtv rix% TpaycpSlas teat TOUJ HUOOUJ KCU 
TCCC lcrroptac. 6XXcc KCU y i vcboKEiv K a \ auvE<piaTdv£iv ETT\ TOUTO T6 udpos; cf. 
Walbank 1979: 234 (with an interesting parallel in Herodian. 3,13,3). See also above note 7. 
On the instructive value of the peripeteias o f others ( a l TWV ciXXoTplcov TreprrriTSiai) cf., 
e.g., Polyb. 1,1,2; 1,35,7; cf. Walbank 1938:64. On peripeteia in Polybios see also Sacks 1981: 
132-144. On Polybios' criticism to Douris and Phylarchos see Walbank 1938: 56f.; Meister 
1975: 109-126; Sacks 1981: 144-170. 
16 Pollitt 1986: 7; cf. Hesberg 1994: 33, 54-64 (private architecture); Zanker 1995a: 91-189 
(particularly on the tension-filled representations of thinkers). 
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2. Defining 'theatricality' 
The term 'theatricality' is used here in the relatively narrow sense which underlines 
the strictly theatrical elements of theatricality17, as they emerge from ancient perceptions 
of theater, actors, and acting. Ancient authors usually regard as integral parts of theatrical 
acting delivery, masks, costumes, and body-language, and as its effect illusion and 
deception18. As theatricality I understand the effort of individuals or groups to construct 
an image of themselves which is at least in part deceiving, because it either is in contrast to 
reality or because it exaggerates or partly distorts reality. As theatricality I understand, 
furthermore, the effort to gain control over the emotions and the thoughts of others, to 
provoke specific reactions, such as, sorrow, pity, anger, fear, admiration, or respect19. To 
achieve these two aims, that is, to construct an illusion and to control the emotions and 
thoughts of others, a variety of means of verbal and non-verbal communication may be 
applied: a carefully composed text, a particular costume, images and mechanical devices, 
the selection of the space where the 'performance' takes place, the control of the voice -
its volume, tone, stability, and flexibility - body-language - pose, gestures, movement of 
the feet - , facial expressions, the choice of the timing20. 
Theatricality in a more general sense is calculated, pretentious, or exaggerated 
behavior, as opposed to natural behavior and spontaneity21. In this sense theatricality need 
not be related to the theater. 'Theatrical behavior' underlies many ceremonies and rituals 
of ordinary life in any society, whether it knows organized theatrical productions or not.22 
17 For this reason it differs substantially from, e.g., Bartsch's (1994: 10-12) understanding of 
theatricality, which places in the foreground "an unequal distribution of power between 
participants in any human interaction" which "invariably introduces an element of acting into 
the behavior of at least one of the participants" (p. 10). 
18 See, e.g., Poseid., Hist. fr. 221 Theiler = Diod. 37,12,2; Epict., Diatr. 1,24,18; 1,29,41; 
2,9,19; Plut., Dcmctr. 18 and 44; Lucian., Gallus (22) 26; Icaromen. (24) 29; Apolog. (65) 5; 
Navigium (73) 46. 
19 Cf. Burns 1972: 33: " 'Theatricality' in ordinary life consists in the resort to this special 
grammar of composed bahaviour; it is when we suspect that behaviour is being composed 
according to this grammar of rhetorical and authenticating conventions that we regard it as 
theatrical. We feel that we are in the presence of some action which has been devised to 
transmit beliefs attitudes and feelings of a kind that the 'composer' wishes us to have"; cf. ibid. 
13: "Theatricality is not therefore a mode of behaviour or expression, but attaches to any kind 
of behaviour perceived and interpreted by others and described (mentally or explicitly) in 
theatrical' terms. These others are more aware of the symbolic than of the instrumental aspect 
of any behaviour which they feel that they can describe as theatrical". Already Quintilian (Inst, 
orat. 11,3,2) observed that the rhetorical performance aimed at controling not the thoughts, 
but the emotions of the audience. 
20 For a discussion of conventions of performance, both in theatrical production and in the 
rituals of social life, see Burns 1972, esp. 28-97. 
21 Cf. Burns 1972:4, 12. 
22 See, e.g., the examples of theatrical behavior ("scenes of unreality in the midst of reality") given 
by Burns 1972: 20: demonstrations, exchanges of gifts, the ritual transformations of identity 
for entry into hospital, prison, the armed forces, or a new job, rituals of political process and 
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And if we associate with theatricality, in this more general sense, any staged, ritualized 
behavior which produces signals aiming at releasing the appropriate response from their 
addressees, humans are not the only animals who apply a 'theatrical' behavior, as 
ethological research has demonstrated23. 
In Greek social life theatricality, in the more general sense, certainly predates classical 
theater. W e may recognize it in the Geometric representations of funerals; it is obvious in 
Homeric passages which show the interdependence of conventional posture and social 
standing24. Long before the establishment of dramatic festivals in Athens Solon had 
persuaded the Athenians to renew the war against Megara for the possession of Salamis by 
engineering a dramatic scene in Athens: Wearing a cap on his head and pretending to be 
mad, he recited elegiac verses in which he declared himself a herald from lovely Salamis2*. 
The story goes that some rime later Peisistratos, regained power through a 'theatrical 
device', by dressing a tall woman in Athena's armour ( a K E U C c a a v T E c . T r a v o T r A u Q ) , 
putting her on a chariot, getting her to pose in the appropriate manner (Trpocr8E^avTE$ 
a x f p a oT6v TI EHEAAE EUTTPETTEOTCCTOV q>aiVEa8at), and creating the illusion that he 
was being brought to Athens by the city's goddess26. The historicity of this device, often 
disputed in the past, has been convincingly established by W . R. Connor, who has 
demonstrated that this event is rooted within Greek culture27. Naturally, the introduction 
of theatrical production in 6th century Athens changed things substantially. The more 
common and more elaborate theatrical performances became, the more studied and skilful 
was the performative dimension of Athenian political life. Dramatic fictions and staged 
behavior were integral parts of the Athenians, political culture as W . R. Connor, J. Ober, 
and B.S. Strauss have recently pointed out28. 
If theatricality, or aspects of theatricality, were present in Greek public life before the 
beginning of the Hellenistic Age, what changes did the Hellenistic Age bring? Did it 
simply bring a quantitative change, making theatrical elements more common, or can we 
detect deeper changes? In this paper I will try to identify theatricality, as I defined it 
above, in two areas: (a) in the rising importance of delivery (uTr6Kpiais) in political 
rhetoric and (b) in the perception of the statesman as an actor, of his public appearance as 
sexual behavior. For further discussion see Turner 1969; Eibl-Eibesfeidt 1979 (on the 
ethological perspective); Scheduler 1985, esp. 3-33; Herzfeld 1985, passim. 
23 See, e.g., Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1979; cf. Turner 1969; Fehhing 1974: 7-38; Schechner 1977. 
24 For funerary rituals as performance see esp. Alexiou 1974; Danforth 1982 (modern Greece); 
cf. Rehm 1992: 7f.; for Geometric Greece see, e.g., Morris 1987, esp. 29-54; for staged 
funerals in late classical and Hellenistic Greece see below notes 130-131; for the 
interdependence of conventional posture and social standing in ancient Greece see Bremmer 
1991. 
25 Plut., Solon 8-10; see Else 1957: 35f., who aptly calls this episode "the beginning of what we 
might almost call the histrionic period of Athenian history". 
2<S Herod. 1,60,4-5. 
27 Connor 1987:42-47; cf. Else 1957: 35-37. 
28 Connor 1987 (archaic Athens); Strauss 1985 (ritual elements in the return of the democrats in 
Athens in 404 BC and in the meetings of the popular assembly); Ober 1989, esp. 152-155, 
174-177, 221-226 ('dramatic fiction' in the court and in the assembly); cf. also above note 10. 
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a staged performance, and of his life as a drama. It will be argued that Hellenistic 
theatricality is not a literary invention of contemporary authors, but a distinctive feature 
of life in the Hellenistic urban centers, closely connected with the popularity of theatrical 
performances in the Hellenistic world; it will also be suggested that theatricality in public 
life is part of the tranformation of the Hellenistic city into a society of'onlookers'. 
3. The theater as the stage of public life 
Theaters increasingly dominate the architectural outfit of cities already from the 
middle of the 4th century BC. In many cities the theater, built primarily for theatrical 
performances, was one of the few public constructions which could accomodate large 
numbers of people, and consequently it soon became the multifunctional locus of various 
public activities. The theaters did not only host dramatic festivals, but also lectures, 
concerts, performances of various entertainers, other cultural activities, and festivals.29 
And since most cities lacked a separate ekklesiasterion, regular and irregular meetings of the 
assembly were also held in theaters30. The literary sources in particular clearly indicate 
that the theater was the meeting place of the people par excellence. When Plutarch praises 
the Spartiates for having neither halls nor any other kind of building for their assembly 
and explains that "when those who have come together gaze during the assembly upon 
statues and paintings, or proscaenia o f theaters, or extravagantly decorated roofs of 
council halls, they become foolish, vain, and empty-headed", he takes for granted that the 
common environment of an assembly is precisely the theater31. In his exhortation to the 
Athenians in 88 BC, as narrated by Poseidonios, the statesman Athenion identified 
theater and ekklesia.32 The theater was the place where the demos assembled 
spontaneously whenever an important event might occur: after the liberation of Sikyon 
(251/50 BC) and Korinth (243 BC) by Aratos or after the return of the Athenian 
statesman Athenion from Asia Minor at the outset of the First Mithridatic War (88 BC) 
the theaters were thronged with people who were in suspense because of uncertain 
rumours or because of the expectation of important announcements33. The theater was 
29 Lectures/recitations: e.g., I.Dilos 1506 = Chaniotis 1988a: 340 E 58; perfomances of 
entertainers: Bliimner 1918: 9, 23; celebrations of royal weddings: Diod. 16,93,1 (Kleopatra, 
336 BC); Plut., Arat. 17 (Nikaia and Demetrios in Korinth); festivals: see below note 149. 
30 Kolb 1981: 88-99; Hansen - Fischer-Hansen 1995: 48-53; cf. ibid. 53-76 on the resemblance 
between theaters and ekklesiasteria (cf. below note 160). 
31 Plut., Lye. 6: EV udocp 8E TOUTCOV rh$ EKKAr)o!as f vyov . OUTE -rracrrdBcov o u a c o v OUTE 
SAAris TIV6S K a T a a K E u f j j . OU8EV y e e p opeTO TaOTa Trpos Eu|3ouAto:v elvai, uaAAov 
SE pAditTEiv. tpAuapcbSsis aTTEpyaCduEvai xai xa^VOXJI> f p o v i ' i u c m KEVCP T&J 
5iavo!as TCOV auiiTtopEuoviEVcov 5TCIV EIS cxy6AuaTa xcrt ypacp&s f\ •npoaia'jvia 
Be&Tpcov t\ O T E y a c PouAeuTripicov rjoKimdvas HEptTTcbc EtcicAr|atc5(£ovTSS 
6lTOPA^1TCOOi. 
32 Poseid., Hist. fi. 247 Theiler = Athen. V 213 d: pf) TT£pi(8cottEV... T6 8S S^aTpou 
6 vEKKAnatacrrov. 
33 Liberation of Sikyon: Plut., Arat. 8: Ka\ auvSpau6vTcov TravTax68sv, i"|u£pa \ihv 
uiTEAauiTEV f)8ri KO\ T 6 OEOTPOV f\v d x A o u UEOT6W. In tTpb% T f j v &8r|Aov 
alcopouuEvcov qn'iuriv Ka\ 00955 OUSEV E'I86TCOV u-rrtp rav -rrpaTTOM^vcov, -nptv y E 
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the place where the citizens listened to the announcement of honors of kings, local 
benefactors, or foreign friends34, participated in political trials, or even watched 
executions35. 
Since public life took place, to a great extent, in the theater it is not so surprising that 
the expectations of the assembled demos approached the expectations of the audience of a 
theatrical performance (see above notes 10 and 28). Already Plutarch (see above note 31) 
was conscious of the effect that a particular place where the assembly met might (and did) 
have on the participants. As William J. Slater (1995, 145) has put it, "politics were 
increasingly dramatized by being held in a venue which was associated primarily with 
entertainment". Interestingly enough, when Hellenistic and later authors point to 
theatrical elements in the appearance of a public figure (a statesman or a king), we notice 
that in most cases they place this event in a theater: the deceptive speech delivered by 
Philip V to the Macedonian army, the dramatic escape of Nikias in Engyon, the entrance 
of a false messenger into an assembly of the Achaean league at Sikyon, the appearance of 
Demetrios Poliorketes in Athens, and the application of a mechanical device to honour 
Mithridates in Pergamon (see below notes 60, 82, 83, 96, 119). Even if the historicity of 
some of these incidents is uncertain, the explicit references to theatrical elements in the 
works of contemporary authors, particularly Douris (a probable source for Plutarch's 
biography of Demetrios)36, Polybios, Poseidonios, and Diodoros, clearly shows that 
Hellenistic public life was perceived as a show, for which the appropriate place was the 
theater, and, conversely, that the setting of public life in the theater tranformed it into a 
show. 
This interedependence between the theatrical setting and the theatrical character of 
public life becomes clear in three anecdotes narrated in Plutarch's biography of Timoleon. 
The events described here take place in Sicilian theaters just a few years before Alexander's 
reign (ca. 344-337 BC). Hippon, the tyrant of Messene, was captured by his people (ca. 
344 BC) and brought to the theater (Tim. 34), where his punishment was staged as a 
spectacle. The Messenians did not neglect to bring their children from the schools to 
watch (KOC\ TOUS TraTSaj EK TCOV SiSaaKaXetcov cos £TT\ Q6a\xa K&AAIOTOV Tfjv 
TOU Tup&vvou Timcoptav ctyay6vTEc gic BeaTpov). A similar spectacle took place in 
Syracuse, to whose theater the tyrant of Katane Mamerkos was brought {ibid.). When he 
came before the people he attempted to give a performance, by reciting a speech 
8f| TTpoEXBcbv 6 Krjpu£ ETTTEV COS "ApaTos 6 KAEIVIOU -rrapaicaAET TOUS TroArras ETT\ 
TT|V eAeuOEpfav. Liberation of Korinth: Plut., Arat. 23: £Tre\ 5' aa<paAcSs ESOKEI TTAVT' 
?XEIV. KaTE'|3aivEV (sc. "ApaTos) EIS T6 SsaTpov ccrr6 Tfjs &Kpas, TTAI'|6OUS ccrretpou 
auppdovxos ETriBuufo: Tfjs TE 6yEcos auTou KCU TCOV A6ycov oTs JUEAAE xpfja^ai 
Trpos TOUS KopivOlous- Election of Athenion: Poseid., Hist.fr. 247 Theiler = Athen. V 213 
e: KOA auv5pa|i6vTES E'IS T6 0£aTpov E'(AOVTO T6V "ASnvicova crrpctTny6v ETT\ TCOV 
OTTACOV. 
3* Eg., l.Ephesos 1405, 1408, 1410, 1440, 1452, 1453: Uasos 43, 73; I.Kakhedon 1, 2; l.Priene 
63; I.Smyrna 578. 
35 Trials: Plut., Phoc. 34. Executions: Plut., Timol. 34; Polyb. 15, 30-33. For the performance of 
executions as spectacles in imperial times see Potter 1993; cf. Slater 1995: 146-148. 
36 Sweet 1951; cf. Di Gregorio 1976: 167 note 75. 
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composed by him a long time before. He was received, however, with noise and clamour 
by the audience and immediately changed the role. Casting off his mantle in a theatrical 
gesture (piipetc. T 6 iu&Ttov) he ran across the theater (8i& | i foou TOU 6eciTpou) and 
dashed his head against one of the stone steps, hoping to kill himself; his theatrical 
attempt failed, however, and he was executed later. These narratives culminate in the 
passage where Plutarch describes the staging of the assemblies in the theater of Syracuse 
(Tim. 38): "Moreover, the proceedings in their assemblies afforded a noble spectacle 
(KCXA^V... ovpiv eis Tiur)V CJUTOO TrapeTxe), since, while they decided other matters by 
themselves, for the more important deliberations they summoned him [Timoleon]. Then 
he would proceed to the theatre carried through the market place on a mule-car; and 
when the vehicle in which he sat was brought in, the people would greet him with one 
voice and call him by name, and he, after returning their greetings and allowing some 
time for their felicitations and praises (avTacrrracranEvos *a \ X P o v o v T I V C ( Soifc 
TCCTS EU<prmiat5 KCU TOTC. rrralvois; cf. below note 53), would then listen carefully to 
the matter under debate and pronounce opinion. And when his opinion had been 
adopted, his retainers would conduct his car back again through the theatre, and the 
citizens, after sending him on his way with shouts of applause ((3CXQ KCU Kpoxcp 
TrpoTTEUVj/avTEj), would proceed at once to transact the rest of the public business by 
themselves (translated by B. Perrin)". Timoleon's appearance is a carefully staged 
performance, with a parodos and an exodos, interaction between the performer and the 
audience, acclamations, and calculated pauses. 
4. The significance of delivery in Hellenistic public oratory 
In this setting, the protagonists of Hellenistic public life, naturally, resembled actors 
on a stage37. The statesman had to win the favor of a loud and demanding audience like 
an actor; and in order to achieve this, he depended on the same elaborate skills as the 
actor: a good script, voice control, and application of the appropriate gestures. Already 
Demosthenes is said to have attempted to develop these skills. After an unsuccessful 
performance in the assembly, he was told by the actor Andronikos "that his words were 
excellent but that his delivery ( x a T % UTTOKpi'oEcos) was deficient". When Andronikos 
delivered the same speech Demosthenes immediately recognized the difference and put 
himself in the actor's hands. "Therefore when someone asked him what was of prime 
importance in oratory, he replied 'Delivery' (uTrdKpiai j ) , and what was second, 
'Delivery', and third, 'Delivery'"38. Demosthenes is also said to have paid the actor 
Neoptolemos 10,000 drachmas to teach him to speak whole paragraphs without taking 
37 Cf. Ober 1989: 154f. (4th century Athens). 
38 [Plut.], MOT. 845 a-b; on Andronikos see Stephanis 1988: n° 179. On these anecdotes about 
Demosthenes, which possibly go back to the late 4th century, cf. Graf 1991: 48 with note 36. 
On the importance of delivery in rhetorical theory, from Aristotle to Quintilian, see 
Sonkowsky 1959 (who has made plausible that techniques of delivery were vitally involved in 
the process of composition of orations, anticipating their public presentation); Graf 1991 
(particularly on gestures, on Quintilian's account on actio, and on the differences between 
theatrical and rhetorical delivery). 
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breath39. The occasional references to statesmen who refused to use the actors' skills, as 
Hypereides, who used to speak &VEU U T T O K p f o E G j e 4 ^ confirm this picture; and the 
repeated exhortation of the authors of rhetorical treatises to public orators to avoid the 
gestures of actors makes sense only if the influence of the art of acting in political oratory 
was significant and some demarcation between the two disciplines had to be made. This 
was necessary in order to protect the public figure from the actors' bad reputation41. 
Quintilian still recommended training by profesional actors and sport instructors to 
future orators, so that they would be able to make full use of body, voice, and facial 
expressions42. 
Unfortunatelly the script of Theophrastos Tlsp\ VTTOKploecos does not survive, but 
the treatise Rhctorica ad Herennium, and the works of Cicero and Quintilian give us an 
impression of the common practices in delivery (uTrdKpiOlj, actio, pronuntiatio), mainly 
in late Republican and early Imperial Rome; the repeated references to Greek orators (e.g., 
Demosthens and Kleon) and the use of Greek terms shows that the rhetorical habits they 
discuss apply, at least in part, to Greece as well. The instructors of oratory treat among 
other things the control of voice and body suitable to the subject matter (sermo corporis, 
eloquentia corporis)^, recommending the proper use of the garment44, the use of pauses 
which keep the voice strong and give the audience the chance to reflect on the speech4', 
and the use of postures and gestures appropriate for various occasions46: e.g., leaning 
39 [Plut.], Mor. 844 f; on Neoptolemos see Stephanis 1988: n° 1797. According to Plut., 
Demosth. 7 Demosthenes was instructed by the actor Satyros; cf. Ober 1989: 114. On Satyros 
see Stephanis 1988: n° 2241. On the training of orators through acting instructors (phonaskoi, 
doctores icacnia) see Rosa 1989: 263; Graf 1991: 40, 50 with note 44; see also below note 42. 
On dramatic elements in classical oratory see Ober-Srauss 1990: 255-258 (Andokides' oration 
on the mysteries). On actors with political or diplomatic activities in 4th century Athens 
(Aischines, Aristodemos, Neoptolemos) see Ober 1989: 154f. 
40 [Plut.], Mor. 850 ab; cf. Demosthenes' view that statesmen should be judged by their opinions 
and not by their voices, as actors: [Plut.], Mor. 848 b. 
41 Eg., Rhtt. ad Her. 3,15,26 (ne aut histriones); Quint., Inst. or. 1,11,3. Further sources and 
discussion of the difference between rhetorical and theatrical delivery in Graf 1991: 39, 43, 
48-51. On the importance of gestures in acting see Taplin 1988: 15, 58-76; cf. also the recent 
iconographical studies of Neiiendam (1992, esp. 57-62) and Green (1994, passim). Cf. Plaut., 
Mil gl. 200-215, where the movement and the gestures of Palaestrio are described in detail (cf. 
Graf 1991:49). 
42 Quint., Inst. orat. 1,11,4-14; cf. Cic, De oratore 1,128: in oratore... vox tragoedorum, gestus 
paenc summorum actorum est requirendur, cf. Graf 1991: 37,40. 
43 Graf 1991: 37. On the use of the voice see Krumbacher 1920 (good collection of sources); see 
also Lienard-Lukinovich 1979 (on Aristode); Rosa 1989 (on Quintilian). On body language 
and gestures in Roman oratory see Graf 1991. 
44 Quint., Inst. orat. 11,3,138-149; cf. Graf 1991: 44. On the use of the garment in acting see, 
e.g., Green 1994: 36 fig. 2.14. Cf. below note 57. 
45 Rhct. ad Her. 3,12,22: intervaila vocem anfirmant... auditori spatium cogitandi reliquunt. On 
the importance of pauses cf. below note 53. 
46 See Maier-Eichhorn 1989; Graf 1991 (with bibliography); cf., e.g., Lienard-Lukinovich 1979 
(on Aristotle). 
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towards the audience when giving advice, slapping the thighs or beating the head in more 
emphatic moments, putting the right foot slightly forward, or pressing the clenched fist to 
the breast to express regret or anger47. It is exactly the same use of voice and body which 
makes an actor successful. Poseidonios mentions similar elements, the pause (KCITCC TTIV 
O i w n f | v ) and movement o f the body (KCC8' d t T o t a v OCOHOCTOC femcrrpcxpriv) among 
the skills of the buffoon Saunio48. O f course, delivery developed to more elaborate forms 
in imperial times, when orators in their perorations, just like actors, raised the pitch of 
their voice and approached song49. 
In Hellenistic times political oratory was often perceived as a carefully staged 
dramatic performance, as we may infer from Hellenistic historiography, especially from 
Poseidonios, for whom theatricality in public life excersized an unparalleled fascination 
(see notes 48, 51, 75, 76, 81, 82, 93, and 104), and also from Polybios. The latter 
describes the great success of the Achaean politician Kritolaos (147 BC) in the assembly of 
the Achaeans in theatrical terms as the success of an actor who has received the subject 
(UTTOSEOIC) he has been hoping for and gains the favour of the audience (SE&xpou 
o u v E v O o u a t c b v T O s ) 5 0 . In one o f the few lengthier fragments o f Poseidonios' history we 
find a characteristic description of a political oration as an acting performance51: It is a 
speech delivered by Athenion, an Athenian statesman and supporter of Mithridates (88 
BC). Athenion ascends the tribune, stands there in silence, and turns his head all around 
in order t o view his audience ( T T E p i p X ^ u / a s KUtcXr iBov TO TrXn9os). Then, before 
47 See, e.g., Rhet. ad Her. 3,15,26 (paululum corpus a cervicibus demittemus) and 27 (pedis dexteri 
rara supplausionc... feminisplangore et capitis ictu); Quint., Inst. or. 11,3,104 (compressam etiam 
manum in paenitentia vel ira pectori admovemus). On the gestures suggested by Quintilian see 
the bibliography in notes 41 and 43. 
48 Poseid., Hist jr. 221 Theiler - Diod. 37,12,2: ou y&p udvov EV T0T5 X6yoi$ EKIVEI 
y ^ X c o T a c , dXXd Kot\ KOTO: T f ) V oiwrrriv sort Ka6' o t r o l a v a c b u a T o c ETricrrpcxpfiv 
a i r a v T a c ETTO!EI TOUS OECOUEVOUC UEtSiav. 
49 Plut., Mor. 623 b. Cf. the bibliography in notes 38,41, 43, and 46. 
50 Polyb. 38,12,7: 6 5E KptxdXctos. dboTfEp KCCT" Euxfjv inroSEOEcos £TfEiXr)HUdvo$ * a \ 
BEATPOU auvEv6ouaicowT05 K a \ TrcipEcnT|KOTOS T&s Btavolac... Slightly different 
Walbank's (1979, 706) translation: "having obtained the theme for ranting that he prayed 
for". The theatrical context makes, however, clear, that here the word inr66Eai5 alludes to the 
actor's role. On theatrical similes in Polybios see above note 15. 
51 Poseid., Hist. jr. 247 Theiler = FrGrHist 87 F 36 § 50-51 = Athen. V 212 f-213 c: ava$h<; 
o u v ETT\ T 6 B f j u a . . . OT&S ETT\ TOUTOU KCU m p i B X E ^ a s KUKXn56v T 6 TrXfj6o$, JTTEIT' 
avaBXEvpas '<3tv5p£s 'A9nvaioi E<pn 'T& - n p d y u a T a UEV UE B i d ^ E T a i Ka t T 6 Tfjs 
TraTplBos ouucpE'pov aTrayydXXEiv 6t oT5a, T6 5E uEyEBos TCOV UEXX6VTCOV 
XdyEaBai Bid TO trapdBo^ov Tfjs TTEptaTdoEcos EUTTO5(£EI HE'. dBpdcoj 8' 
EtnBotiadvTcow o c u T c p TCOV TTEPIEOTCGTCOV 9appETv K<X\ XdyEiv, 'XSyco TOIVUV' §qpr) 
'T& unSE i roTE EXmaOEVTo:.. . ' - p i i cpdv 5 ' E - r n a x & v ETT\ TOUTOIJ KCX\ i&aa% TO(/<; 
TTOXXOUS ouXXaXfjaai trEp\ TCOV irapa8d£cos TrporiyyEXuEvoiV T p t y a c TE T 6 
uETGi t rov 'T ( o i V ETTTE 'OVUBOUXEOCO;.'.." Cf. Reinhardt 1953: 636-638 on Poseidonios' 
irony in the description of this event. 
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starting with his oration, he looks up (E'TTEIT' ava$\£\ya%)52. At the beginning of his 
speech he shows reluctance to speak freely, since the unexpected and astonishing situation 
(TO TrapdSo^ov) prohibits him. He continues his speech only after the audience urges 
him to do so (Etn(3or)a<5cVTCOV ... 6appEiv). He starts again, focusing always on the 
surprising nature of the news he brings (TCC |ir)5diTOTE EATFIO0E'VTO(). After a few 
sentences he pauses (piKpov kmax&v), on purpuse, in order to give the audience the 
opportunity to cheer him for the sursprising news (TTEp\ TCOV nccpa56£oo<; 
TTpor)yyEAii^vcov)53, Before Athenion proceeds, he scratches his forehead (Tpiyocc TE 
T6 nixcoTrov), a rather vulgar indication of thoughtfulness54. It should be noted here 
that the tenor of Athenion's speech, particularly his concentration on dramatic, i.e., 
unexpected and astonishing, elements recalls the tenor of some contemporary decrees, 
which are a still unexploited source of information for Hellenistic political oratory''. 
A further example is taken from Polybios5<>. It is his narrative of how Agathokles 
announced the death of Ptolemy TV to the army (204 BC): He summoned a meeting of 
52 On the importance of the eyes in rhetorical delivery cf. Cic, De oratore 3,222; Quint., Inst, 
rbet. 11,3,75-79. 
53 Cf. Plut., Timol. 38: Timoleon pauses in order to give the assembled Syracusans the 
opportunity to applause him. To court applause by silence was a common practice, 
disapproved, however, by Quintilian (Inst. orat. 11,3,121). On the effect of pauses cf. Rhet. ad 
Her. 3,12,22: intcrvalla vocem conformant... auditori spatium cogitandi reliquuntr, see also above 
note 48 on the use of pauses (aicoirfi) by the actor Saunio. 
54 Cf. Rhet. ad Her. 3,15,27 (capitis ictti). On conventions in the representation of the thinker in 
Hellenistic art see Zanker 1995a: 91-189; for gestures see esp. 91-93 fig. 51-52, 99 fig. 54b, 
102-107 fig. 57-59, 138 fig. 77,183-186 fig. 101-103. 
55 This subject will be dicussed in more detail in my projected book Spectacle and Performance in 
the Hellenistic City. Three characteristic examples are the honorific decree of Chersonesos for 
Diophantos (IOSPE I2 353, late 2nd cent. BC) with a suspenseful description of the enemy 
attacks and Diphantos' heroic achievements (for some preliminary remarks see Chaniotis 
1987), the Ephesian decree concerning the 1st Mithridatic War (I.Ephesos 86/85 BC), which 
underlines the dramatic situation (e.g., 11. 7ff: TrpOKaTaAct{J6uevoc T&C TrpoKEtiiEvas 
l'jucov Tr6tXeis A/TTATIIJ, EKP6TT|0EV KCU T % fiusTe'pas -nxSAscos KaTcnrAri^ctUEVos / 
[TCOI] TE TTA^OEI TCOV 5UV6:UECOV Ka \ TGOI a- irpooSoK^Tcoi 1 % £Tri|k>Af)s KTA.), and 
the decree of Stratonikeia (I.Stratonikeia 10, ca. 43 BC), which narrates with sensational 
details Labienus' attack on the sanctuary of Zeus Panamaros and the miraculous rescue of the 
besieged Stratonikeis (see Roussel 1931). For the importance of suspense cf. also Plut., Demetr. 
17: The envoy sent by Demetrios Poliorketes to announce his victory over Ptolemy in Salamis 
first kept Antigonos and the assembled crowd in suspense about the outcome o f the battle: 
a i roKp iwondvou Sfe UTJSEV auroO ur)Sev(, p&Bryv 5e Kct\ CWVECTTCOTI Top TTpcxjcoTTcp 
UETCt TToAAfic aicoTrr}c i r p o a i d v T O s , £KTrAayE\c KOUISQ Ka\ uns^Ti t tapTEpcov 6 
' A v T l y o v o s ETT\ T&S 8vipas ifnf\vrr\az, iroAAou i rapaTr^uTrovTos ^Br| T6V 
'Apicrr65r|Uov 6xAou KCC\ auvTpexovTOs £ir\ T 6 paa fAEiov . cbc o5v Eyyus riAGsv, 
EKTEIVOC -rnv 5E£I6;V itvefidrycie [iEyctArj T q <pcovfj KTA. On this story cf. Hcsberg 1996: 
94. 
56 Polyb. 15,26,1-3: Ka\ T&S |i£v cxpx&s uiTEicpCvETO T6V OU BUVCIUEVOV E'ITTETV a 
PoiiAsTai 5i6 T 6 TrAfjOoc TCOV E-mq>Epoudvcov S a i c p u c o v ETTE\ 5E TTAEOV6KIC 
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the Macedonians and appeared there together with his sister Agathokleia, a dancer and 
mistress of the deceased king, and the young Ptolemy V . "At first he pretended 
(uTTEKptVETO) that he could not say what he wished owing to the abundance of the tears 
that choked him, but after wiping his eyes many times with his chlamys [use of the 
garment]57 and subduing the outburst, he took the child in his arms [a gesture] and 
exclaimed, "Take the child whom his father on his death-bed placed in the arms of this 
woman", pointing to his sister [another gesture]..." (translated by W . R. Paton). 
Agathokles' appearance resembles a dramatic performance, engaging careful use of voice, 
dress, facial expressions, gestures, and movements. 
On several other occasions Polybios uses a theatrical vocabulary when he refers to 
speeches^. The speech delivered by the Aitolian Alexandres during the negotiations 
between Flamininus and Philip (198 BC) is characterized as 'theatrical'59; Philip 
disembles (uTro>cpt8Et's) before an assembly of the Macedonians - incidentally in a 
theater60; after all, the first quality of a commander, according to the historian, is his 
ability to conceal his thoughts61. Polybios points to the bold oratory of Apelles, a member 
d t T o n d T T c o v Tfj x^auuSt KctTEKpctTTiae Tfis E m c p o p a s . Pacrrdaaj T 6 fraiSiov 
"A&PETE" lq>r\ "TOUTOV, SV 6 ira-rrip &Tro8vr|aKcov eis UEV TC<S ayic&Aas £5COKE 
Tauxr)" 5£[£as T f j v a&z\<pi)v " - i r a p a K a T d e E T O 8 ' els r^)v Crurrepav. cb &v8pES 
M a K E o d v E j , irlcrriv..." 
57 Cf. the weeping slave in the New York Group of terracotta fugurines of actors (Green 1994: 
35 fig. 2.13). For the theatrical use of the garment see also Theophr., Char. 2,3: the flatterer 
stuffs the corner of his cloak in his mouth as if he could not hold his merriment (cos 5f) OU 
8UV6UEVOS T6V yi'AcoTa Karaaxeiv). 
58 Cf. above note 13. Cf. Polybios' interest in the facial expressions and the movements of Philip 
V, when he describes a dialogue between the Macedonian king, Flamininus, and 
representatives of Aitolia (Polyb. 18,4,4-7,6): (4,4) ETrtcnrpaq>E\s... E"<PT]OEV ... (4,5) auuts BE 
-rrp6s T6V 'AAi^avBpov smoTpEyas... <pna(v (7,6) uiTonEiStctaac oapSctviov 
a-n-Ecncb-nriciE. Cf. Polyb. 18,23,2 on Flamininus' address to his army before the battle at 
Kynos Kephalai: Evapycos y&p UTT6 Tf)V ctyiv EVBEIKVUUEVOS l\tye. For Polybios' 
interest in rhetoric see Wiedemann 1990. 
59 Polyb. 18,4,1: AITCDAIK6V ?<pr) iccrt 8EOCTPIK6V 8iaTe8Eio0ai T6V 'AAs^avSpov A6yov. 
Cf. Walbank 1967: 556: "This may be a faithful version of Philip's words, and not mere 
Polybian abuse." 
60 Polyb. 5,25,4-5: 6 OiAnnros fycE UET6 cnTou8fj$ EK TOU AEXOIOU 8ECOV EIJ -rnv TT6AIV. 
KU\ ouvayctyd)V els T6 Qiarpov TOUS MawBdvas. T& UEV TrapEicctAEt. T6 8' 
E-n-dTrAriTTE tracnv ETT\ TCHS TrETrpayudvois. 8opvfk>u 5' dvros Kcri TroAAfjs aKpioiaj. 
KCU TCOV UEV O'IOUEVCOV 8ETV fiyEiv * a \ KctTaAuEiv TOUS aixlous. TCOV BE BiaAuEaBai 
Ka\ (ir)5Ev\ pvriaiKaKETv. T6TE UEV £nTOKpi8s\c cos TTETTEIOU^ VOS ica\ TrapacaAfoas 
TrdvTas iiravf\k&e. oa<pcos UEV Eiocbs TOUS apxnyous T f is icivrpEcos ytyovcVras. ou 
TTpoaTroiri6E\s BE Bid TOV Kaip6v. 
61 Polyb. 9,13,2: "The first and foremost requisite is to keep silence, and never either from joy if 
some unexpected hope shall present itself, or from fear, or from familiarity with or affection 
for certain persons, to reveal one's design to anyone unconcerned in it, but to communicate it 
only to those without whom it cannot be put in execution, and even to these not earlier than 
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of the Macedonian nobility and one of the guardians of Philip62; he describes Apelles' 
coming to Korinth as a dramatic entry63, and points to the performative qualities in the 
appearance of the envoys of the Aravacae in the senate (151 BC), who assumed a humble 
and submissive attitude in their speech (KCCT& T f )V u t r d K p i a i v ) , without, however, 
concealing their true feelings64. 
The evidence concerning the performative qualities of public speeches in the 
Hellenistic age is mainly of an anecdotal nature. Anecdotes are, however, a reflection -
admittedly a distorted reflection - of reality. They show that public speeches were 
perceived by contemporary authors, especially Polybios and Poseidonios, as closely 
associated with theatrical performances. This impression is confirmed not only by the -
slightly later - rhetorical treatises, but also by other evidence on the theatricality of public 
life (§ 11). The assumption that the theatrical behavior described by contemporary 
authors is not their invention but the reality can be corroborated further by the fact that 
both Polybios and Poseidonios criticize it. Poseidonios' description of Athenion is the 
caricature of a vulgar demagogue: Athenion applies the vulgar gesture of scratching the 
head; he is not wearing properly, but dragging his luxurious cloak (xAocnuSoc AauTrp&v 
ETTioupcov, cf. § 8); he courts applause with his pauses, exactly as the demagogues 
castigated by Quintilian (note 53). Polybios invests always a negative meaning in words 
such as Tpayiic6c, 9EOCTPIK6S, and EK0EaTpi'£co, and his description of Agatholdes' 
burst into tears bears a strong resemblence to the performance of a comic actor6'. What 
Polybios and Poseidonios are mocking are not fictitious characters, but typical statesmen. 
This does not mean, of course, that all statesmen adopted the theatrical behavior of 
an Athenion, an Apelles, or an Agatholdes. The contrast of these literary accounts with the 
visual evidence on Hellenistic public figures is quite revealing about the different types of 
studied behavior applied by different representatives of public life in order to construct 
the desirable image. The 'Mantelstatuen' offer a characteristic example66: The orderly 
draped cloaks, the avoidance of luxury, and the unmoved arms, usually covered by the 
cloak — quite different from Athenion's dress and gesticulation -, evoke self-control and 
reservation67; even when the arms are freed from the cloaks' drapery and are projected 
when the need of their services renders it imperative. And we must keep not only our tongue 
tied but even more so our minds" (translated by W.R. Paton). 
62 Polyb. 4,85,2: iAeyE TCC •npoEipriUE'va T o A u n p c o s KCt\ KaTaTTAriKTiKcos. 
« Polyb. 5,26,9: y e v o u E v n s 8E Tfjs Ela65ou T p a y u c f j s 5tce T6 "irAfj8os TCOV 
6uavTna6:vTCDV r]y£u6vcov KCX\ crrpaTicoTcov. 
64 Polyb: 35,2,13: KaTct UEV T f j v \hr6tcptaiw expcovro TC% AcVyois UTTOUETTTCDKOTCOS KOA 
TctTTEtvcbs, Tfj y£ uf)v -n-pocf ipdcrei [cbsJ Stdfcavov otte ekouarj TOTC SAOIJ ou8' 
I'ITTCOUEVTJ. 
6 ' On Polybios' vocabulary see notes 13, 59, 63; cf. Plutarch's use of these words (notes 116 and 
130). On Agathokles' tears see above note 57. For the criticism of other authors on theatrical 
behavior see notes 40, 41, 72. Cf. above note 31 (inappropriateness of theaters as meeting 
places of the assembly). 
66 On this material see Lewerentz 1993; on the ideas transmitted by these images see Zanker 
1995b: 254-258. 
67 Zanker 1995b: 254f., 267f. fig. 5-9. 
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forward, to indicate energy and strain, they avoid the passionate gesticulation of the 
demagogues and underline self-control68. Contemporary portraits encapsulate in their 
facial expressions the vigour and the strenuousness with which the good citizen carried 
out toilsome civic duties69. These representations of virtuous citizens in proper dress and 
with facial expressions indicating exhaustion after their demanding efforts for public 
welfare bring to mind the advice given by Quintilian to orators: they should demonstrate 
their exhaustion, by letting their dress fall in careless disorder and their toga slip loose, by 
streaming with sweat, and showing signs of fatigue, thus signaling that they had spared no 
strength for the interest of their clients70. The images of the self-controled and committed 
citizens may differ from Athenion's appearance, but nevertheless they embody artificial 
and staged behavior. 
5. The statesman as performer: different costumes for different roles 
A very important element of theatricality in the public appearances of Hellenistic 
statesmen was the choice of clothes, not simply as a symbol of authority (such as, e.g., the 
diadem)71 or as means of self-representation, but as means of provoking specific reactions 
and gaining control of the feelings of the spectators. Since the 'costume' was perceived as a 
fundamental feature of the actor, we should not be surprised if Plutarch's description of 
Demetrios Poliorketes' wardrobe is introduced with the words TpctycpSia liEydXr): 
"And there was in truth much of the tragic / dramatic (TpaycpSicc jiEydAri) about 
Demetrios, who not only had an extravagant array of cloaks and head-gear — double-
mitred kausiai and purple robes shot with gold, but also equipped his feet with gold-
embroidered shoes of the richest purple felt. And there was one cloak which was long in 
the weaving for him, a magnificent work, a representation of the world and of the 
heavenly bodies"72. 
The careful choice and change of clothes (EO8T'|C., SiaOKEUl^) is an essential part of 
the preparation not only of an actor, but also of a statesman eager to control his public 
fi« Zanker 1995b: 255f., 268 fig. 10-12. 
69 Zanker 1995b: 258-260, 270 fig. 16-21; these ideas are expressed in contemporary honorific 
decrees as well: see Worrle 1995. 
70 Quint., Inst. or. 11,3,147; Graf 1991: 44. I can not help but quote an account of how Harry 
Treleaven assisted George Bush in his congressional campaign in Houston (quoted by Bush 
1972: 34): "Over and over again, on every television screen in Houston George Bush was seen 
with his coat slung over his shoulders; his sleeves rolled up; walking the streets of his district; 
grinning, gripping, letting the voter know he cared. About what was never made clear". 
71 On the diadem see Ritter 1965. 
72 Plut., Demetr. 41: f\v 5' cos aXnBcoc TpaycpSla UEydXn Tfepi T6V Annr)Tpiov, ou 
u6vov anTrex6nev°u * c r t 8iaSo\iuEvov TreptTTCos nauofats BiulTpois K a \ 
XpuooTTapu<poi5 aXoupytatv, 6XX6 ica\ T r e p ) TCH; TTOOVV EK iropipupac aKpcjcrou 
auuTTETfiXriUEvris XPU°OPC<9ETS TreTtoiriue'vov £u^ c<5a<;. f\v M Tts 6<paivouEvr| 
xXauus aurcp uoXuv xp^vov. Spyov irrrepi'iqxxvov, E f c a o u a TOO K6OUOU KCX\ TCOV 
KCIT oupav6v <pcuvou£vcov. Cf. Wallace-Hadrill 1982: 33f.; Pollitt 1986: 6. This remark 
may go back to Douris, who was particularly interested in Demetrios' wardrobe and described 
his cloak (FrGrHist76 F 14): see Sweet 1951: 180. 
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image. Hellenistic authors never get tired of pointing to the outfit of public figures, the 
effect their garments had on spectators, or the close interconnection between the change 
of the costume and the change of the image of a statesman. Already in the outset of the 
Hellenistic age, Douris, a characteristic representative of 'tragic history', paid a lot of 
attention in his Makedonika to the outfit of statesmen and its intended effect73. Besides 
his description of Demetrios Poliorketes' wardrobe (note 72), he called attention to the 
make-up used by Demetrios of Phaleron so that he would seem merry and pleasant (F 10: 
riPouAexo yhp x f jv cXpiv iXocpdc KCCI XOIC. ocTTavxcooiv 1*150$ faiveadai). Douris' 
teacher, Theophrastos, had already observed the calculated use of costume and hairstyle in 
the theatricality of everyday life, when he describes the behavior of the man of petty 
ambitions and the supporter of oligarchy74. Poseidonios points to the extravagant clothes 
of Battakes, priest of Kybele at Pessinous, which left a strong impression on the Romans 
(102 BC)75. He also describes in detail the garments Athenion wore when he returned to 
Athens and the implements used in the procession which brought him into the city76. 
Polybios criticizes the generals of the Achaeans for their care for their retinues and their 
dress and their exhibition of dandyism77, contrasting their behavior with the 
unpretentious appearance of Philopoemen (11,10,3: Kocxd TE y & p TX)V EoGfjxcc KCCI 
Tf jv a h r i a i v ct<peAr)s KCCI X i x d j fjv...). The numerous anecdotes about the way 
Hellenistic kings changed their clothes in order to construct the fiction of the moderate 
and affable ruler will be discussed later (§ 8). 
Readers of Attic forensic speeches know that the defendants often appeared in court 
in a particular costume in order to provoke the pity of the jurors78. Hellenistic statesmen 
73 For the interest of Douris in costumes see Sweet 1951: 179 with note 32: FrGrHist 76 F 10, 
12, 14, 50, 60. Ostentation is, of course, not unknown in classical Athens: see, e.g., Ober 
1989: 206-208. For its importance in archaic societies see Ampolo 1984. On the significantly 
increased interest in garments in the Hellenistic age see Schneider 1969: 23-42; cf. Alfoldi 
1934: 16. 
74 Theophr., Char. 21,8 (iccrt • j r o u T T S u a a s SE UEXO: x c b v 'nmecov... ava{3aX<5uevos 5e 
0oiuc<xiov EV TOTS u t f c o v y i KOTCC x f j v Ayopdxv irepi-rraTETv); 2 1 , 1 1 ( T r a p E o x E u a o u E v o s 
XauTrp6v iucmov); 21,12 (irXEtax&Kts SE aTroKElpaa6ai KCS\ TOUC 686vTas XEUKOUJ 
§ X £ t v Kct\ xix iudxta BE XPHOTCC UExaf3&XXEa8o:0: 26.4 ( K a \ T6 UEOOV SE xfjs OM^pas 
E § i c b v T 6 i u c i x t o v UEUEXTIUE'VCOS ctva(3e{3XTiUE 'vos KCC\ u d a n v K o u p & v K E t c c t p u E v o s KCC\ 
6icpt{3coc cmcovuxtaii^vos). 
75 Poseid., Hist. fi. 200 Theiler = Diod. 36,13,1: E<p6pei SE EaBf j xa K a \ x n v mp i x6 a c b u a 
6XXr|v K a x a a K E u f ^ v E£r)XXayuivr)v KCC\ UTT6 x cbv 'Pcoiaaicov E8WV OUK 
E-mxcopouuE'vnv- X P U A O 0 W T E Y & P crr£q>avov ETXEV UTTEpuEydBr] K a \ crroXi!)v dtvOtvnv 
5i&xpvaov, paaiXmriv a§(av E t r K p a t v o u a a v . 
76 Poseid., Hist.fi. 247 Theiler - FrGrHist&7 F 36 § 49 = Athen. V 212 c : ...6 TrapEyypc«pos 
'AOnvlcov E'15 'ABnvas etr' cipyupdiroSos K a x c c K o u t ^ E X c u < p o p E ( o u K a \ - r r o p q w p c b v 
axpcoudxcov... (212 8E) E§ij|Ei xXauuSa Xaimpciv Eirtaupcav KCX\ TTEPIKEIUEVOS 
SOKX^XIOV xpualou EyyEyXuuuE'vriv ixovxa xf)v Mi6pi5tixou E!K6VO. 
77 Polyb. 11,8,5-6: EcmouSa^ov y&p x c t c aKoXouBtaj K a \ x&s £ o 6 f ) x a s 5ia<pEp6vxcoc, 
KQ{ X15 n v *rtEp\ xous TTXEIOXOUJ KC(XXcoTTiauc>s, uiTEpdxcov rt)v EK xou p t o u 
X o p r i y l a v cWrXcov 5' OUSE X6V EXC«XI°T°V ETTOIOUVXO X6yov. 
7« Cf. Slater 1995: 144. 
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did not hesitate at all to adopt similar costumes for the same purpose. Prusias II, king of 
Bithynia, dressed himself as a libertus when he visited Rome in 167/6. He shaved his 
head, took the costume (StaOKEUT)) of the liberti, and performed the appropriate gestures 
for his role™. The tyrant of Kibyra Moagetes staged his appearance to Gnaeus Manlius 
Vulso (192 BC) in a similar way in order to prevent the devastation of his land80: "the 
tyrant came out with his friends dressed and escorted in the simplest and most 
unassuming manner, and in a submissive speech, bewailing his own powerlessness and the 
weakness of the towns subject to him, begged Manlius to accept the 15 talents" 
(translated by W . R. Paton). Moagetes was quite successful and finally paid 100 talents, 
instead of the 500 demanded by Vulso. Poseidonios narrates similar stories about 
Romans81. 
6. Staging political schemes 
A story narrated by Poseidonios, one of our best sources for Hellenistic theatricality, 
shows another aspect of the acting and staging abilities of contemporary statesmen. The 
story goes that Nikias, one of the leading men at Engyon in Sicily, was urging his fellow 
citizens to go over to the Romans during the Second Punic War (ca. 212 BC). Knowing 
that his enemies were planning to arrest him and deliver him to the Carthaginians, he 
gave the following performance during the assembly - which, of course, met in the city's 
theater: "But just as they were ready to arrest him, an assembly of the citizens was held, 
79 Polyb. 30,18: KCCTO: T6V avrbv *aip6v flXBg t e a l ripoualas 6 BaaiXeus els "rfiv 
'Pcbunv... 6s y e TrpcoTov UEV, TfpeaBEUTcbv T t a p a y E y o v o x c o v 'PcouaTtccov irpc-s 
avrbv, e£vpnpevos Tf]v KE<paXr|v Ka\ mXtov Ixcov (XEVK6V) Ka\ TI^ EVVCXV KO\ 
KaXiKious ccrnivTa TO\!rrois, KC<\ Ka66Xou T o i a u x r j BtaaicEufj KEXPnM^os o'fav 
ixouaiv oi TrpoacpaTcos TIXEUBEPCOUEVOI Trap6 'Pcouafois. ous KaXouai XiBepTous... 
T6TE 5E KOTO T V e l aoSov ( y E v i u E v o s ) T{\V sis Tr|v cniyicXr|Tov, crrcts KOTO T 6 
OupETpov avxlos TOO ouvESpiou K a \ Ka6e\s Tas x^PaS a\iq>cnipa$ T r p o a E K u v n a e 
T6V OU86V Kai TOUJ Ka0r|U£'vous, £TrHp8£y£a|i£vos "xafpETE, 6EO\ ocoTfipes". 
uTrepBoXriv KQTaXnrcbv avavSpias KTX..; cf. Diod. 31,15,2: T6 TE 8ta8r|ua K a i T f j v 
T r o p q n j p a v drrrfOsro KTX..; Liv. 45,44,4-20. Cf. Hesberg 1996: 94. 
8° Polyb. 21,34,10: Eis 8E T f ) v EiraOpiov E^nXOEV u E T a TCOV <p(Xoov 6 nipavvos KOTO TE 
TX\V E o e f j T a Ka\ TT\V a X X n v ixpoaraaiav XIT&S Kai TCETTEIVOS, ev Ss TOTS 
a-rroXoyiaudis KaToXcxpup6uEVos T f j v aSuvaulav Trjv auToO Ka\ T f i v a a f l e v E i a v 
t o v E T r i i p x E TTCSXECOV, K a \ (Tfpc>s TOUTOIS) r|£lou -npoahi^aaQm T a TTEVTEKC((5EK:CC 
TaXavTa T6V Tvaiov. 
81 Poseid., Hist.fr. 208 Theiler = Diod. 36,15,2 (Saturninus): K a T £ " < p u y e v ETT\ T6V KOIV6V 
TCOV aKXripouvxcov 2XEOV. KO\ rfiv eaSfiTa T f j v -rroXuTEXfj KGTI:0ETO. m v a p a v 5e 
liETapcpiaoaiiEvos K a \ K d u n v Ka\ T t c b y c o v a T p s ^ c o v TreptfjEt eij TOUJ KOTO Tr)v 
TTOXIU dxXouj , Kai Tens UEV Ttp6s Ta y6vaTa TfiTrrcov. TOIJ Be TaTj xEPa^w 
ETriq>u6uEvos E5EITO KO\ UETa BaKp\icov KOOIK^TEUE B o n 8 r | a a i TC% aKXnpi' iuacH; 
Poseid., Hist.fr. 209 Theiler = Diod. 36,16,1 (the son of Q. Caecilius Metellus Numidicus): 
K6UTIV uTTOTpdq>cow KO\ T r c b y o o v a Ka\ m v a p a v e x c o v £oflnTa TTEpt^Ei KOTO T r i v 
a y o p a v . 8E6UEVOS TCOV TTOXITCOV, KCL\ UET& 8aKp\}cov T r p o a T f l T r r c o v TOIJ EKacnrou 
y6vaaiv i j | T E r r o rt)V TOU TfaTp&s Ka8o8ov. Cf. Slater 1995: 144 with two other cases: 
App., Bell. civ. 2,15 (Cicero) and 2,24 (Pompey). 
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and here Nikias, right in the midst o f some advice that he was giving to the people, 
suddenly threw himself upon the ground, and after a little while, amid the silence and 
consternation which naturally prevailed, lifted his head, turned it about, and spoke in a 
low and trembling voice, little by little raising and sharpening its tones. And when he saw 
the whole audience (T6 Sdctxpov) struck dumb with horror, he tore off his mantle, rent 
his tunic, and leaping up half naked, ran towards the exit from the theater, crying out that 
he was pursued by the Mothers [the local goddesses of Engyon]. No man venturing to lay 
hands upon him or even to come in his way, out of superstitious fear, but all avoiding 
him, he ran out to the gate of the city, freely using all the cries and gestures that would 
become a man possessed and crazed" (translated by B. Perrin)82. 
A performance saved also the cause of the party of the Achaean politicians 
Andronidas and Kallikrates, who were supporting a reconciliation between Ptolemy VIII 
and Antiochos IV (169/68 BC). When they noticed that their arguments had no impact 
upon the assembly - which again was meeting in a theater, in Sikyon —, they applied a 
theatrical contrivance ( e i T E i c r r i y a y o v nr)X a v i i v ) - A false messenger appeared suddenly 
in the theater claiming to bear a letter from Quintus Marcius Philippus, in which the 
Roman consul begged the Achaeans to follow the Roman policy in attempting to make 
peace between the kings. Polybios, who was an eye-witness to this event, did not fail to 
notice the sudden - we would say 'dramatic' - turn the case took, when the unexpected 
message arrived, almost like a deus ex machint&>. In these narratives public life appears the 
subject of careful staging84. 
7. Staging the reception of the king 
Since the affability of the king belonged to the ideals of Hellenistic monarchy, the 
public appearances of kings, in audiences, in the theater, in festivals, or in cruises on their 
extravagant ships, became the matter of careful consideration, in the search for a balance 
between affability and remoteness85. For this reason theatricality is more obvious in the 
82 Poseid., Hist. Jr. 93 a Theiler = Plut., Marcell. 20: ...e£cdq>vr|<; 6:<pf|KEV sis TT|V yf jv T6 
ocbuo:, Ka\ uitcp6v BictAnrcbv. otov EIK6$ r)auxfccs °u v EKTTAFI^ EI yEvouevris, Tf)v 
Ksq>aAr|v Enccpas KCU TrepiEVEyKcbv UTroTp6ucp <pcovfj KCU (3apE(c<. KOCTC( ytKpov 
OVVTE!VCOV KCU TTapo§uvcov T6V flxov, cbc ecbpa <pp!Krj KCX\ aicoirfj KC<TEX6MEVOV T O 
6 e a T p o v , d i r o p p t ^ a s T 6 IUCCTIOV KOA TTEptppri^ciuEvos T6V XITCOVIOKOV, r j u f y u u v o s 
a v a T r n S i ' i a a s IQee Trp6s -rf|v §£;OSOV T O U 6EctTpou, P o c o v UTT6 TGOV MCXTE'PGOV 
EAauvEa6ai... E ^ S p a u E V , OOTE <pcovf|S TIVC^ OIJTE KivrjaEcos irpETrotiaris S a i u o v c o v x i 
Ka \ napacppovoOvTi q>Eiac(UEvos. 
83 Polyb. 29,25; cf. Slater 1995: 145: "We note immediately how the theatrical messenger speech 
of Euripidean drama has become a historical messenger speech. I imagine in fact that they 
must have hired an actor for the part, and the audience enjoyed the real life drama". 
M It should be noted here, that not only the success, but also the failure of a political scheme 
could be expressed in theatrical terms: see, e.g., Plut., Lys. 26 (on the failure of Lysandros' 
attempts to change the Spartan constitution): i§direae TOU BpctuotTOs 6 AuaavSpoj 
a -roAnlo : TCOV CrrroKpiTWV KCU a u v E p y c o v EV6S. 
85 Wallace-Hadrill 1982: 33-35; Schmitt 1991, esp. 85f.; Weber 1993: 70-72; Hesberg 1996, 
passim; Funck 1996, esp. 47 (near Eastern prototypes for distance and ceremonial appearance 
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calculated public appearances of rulers (see also below § 8), and, as a matter of fact, it is 
recommended by the author of a treatise TTepl fSaoiMas quoted by Stobaios and 
attributed to Diotogenes. Diotogenes characterizes ideal kingship as "an imitation of the 
gods" (8E6UIM6V EVTI T rpayna Pao iXe la )^ and recommends that the monarch set 
himself apart from human failings and astonish the onlookers ( & C J X E x c b c 
T T O T a u y a o M E ' v c o c a u x d v KaTaKoauri0fjM£v K a x a T r E T r A a y n E v c d c ) by his staged 
appearances and studied pose (KCCXX&V 6 4 W . . . . KCXTTC( x l vaa iv KCC\ Kaxxrjc Qiaw xco 
0ci>UaTOs)87. According to an anecdote narrated by Plutarch, Antigonos Gonatas tried to 
alienate Aratos from Ptolemy III by reminding him that all the impressive power of the 
Ptolemaic king was the result of careful play-acting and painted scenery ( f r & v x a x& EKET 
Trpctynaxa xpaycpB iav o v x a KOCI OKTivoypacptav)88. There can be litde doubt that 
the Hellenistic kings were following in this respect the example of Alexander, a great 
master in the dramatic staging of his private and public life, - a subject that cannot be 
discussed here. 
The most significant and best documented staged public event is the royal adventus, 
the entrance of kings into cities, their greeting by the population, the celebration of their 
presence as a religious event. The civic magistrates were responsible for the staging of 
these events, the arrangement of processions89, the escorting of the honored person, the 
array of the magistrates on both sides of the city gate, the participation of the people in 
their best dress, as well as the participation of actors. These arrangements occasionally 
became the object of decrees. The content of the Athenian decree concerning the 
of the king). The ceremonies in Imperial Rome may be rooted, in part, in Hellenistic 
practices: see Alfoldi 1934, passim, esp. 33, 46f., 51, 88f. For the presence of the king at 
festivals see Hesberg 1987: 66-71; Hesberg 1989: 62-66, 80-82; Weber 1993: 165-183, 329f.; 
Hesberg 1996: 87, 93f. On audiences in the palace: Hesberg 1996: 94. On appearances in the 
theater: Hesberg 1996: 93 (Philip II, Alexander, Demetrios Poliorketes). On the role of royal 
ships for the communication between king and people: Hesberg 1996: 88f.; cf. Pfrommer 
1996. 
86 Stob. 4,7,62 (p. 42,17-43,9 Delatte). 
87 Stob. 4,7,62 (p. 45,10-11 Delatte): ouvEyyiCovxa S£ xoic 8EOTC, OU SY utrepacpaviav. 
AAAix 5i6 uEyaAcxppoaOvctv * a \ ndye9os a p E x a c awn-£*ppAaxov, xoiauxav auxcp 
ETTiTp^Ttrjav ica\ -npocn-aatav &uq>iPaAA6uEvov KCC\ K a x x c < Sytv K a \ i c a x x c b s 
Aoyiaucbc *a\ Kaxxci ivOuui'inaxo: Ka\ KOTTO r)9oc xa$ y u x a s KCA KCCXX&S 
np6£ias Ka\ x a x x c t idvaaiv *a\ K a x x c t Maiv x o u a c b u a x o s . COOTE xd>s 
T T O T a u y a a u d v c o s a u x c > v KaxaKoa|jTi6riuEV K a x c n T E i r A a y u E ' v c o c alSoT KCU 
aco<ppoauvc( 5 i a 6 d o E i TE x g TTEp\ x c t v Emxpd-rrrjav. The date of this treatise is not 
certain (Hellenistic, 2nd, or 3rd cent. AD): see Wallace-Hadrill 1982: 34 with note 13 (with 
further bibliography). The ideas expressed have, however, Hellenistic parallels: Delatte 1942: 
266-270. 
88 Plut., Arat. 15: irp6xEpov y&p fiuac irrrepEcopa xcuc EATTIOIV §£CO PAETCCOV KCU X6V 
AiyuTTXiow ESaunaCE TTAOUXOV, EAd<pavxa$ tca\ ox6Aouc ica\ auA&s 6KOUCOV, VUV\ 
5E Cm6 O K n v r i v EcopaKcbs irctvxa x d t i K E i T r p A y u a x a xpaycp5lav 6vxa K a \ 
OKnvoypa<plav iiXcx; rjuTv TrpooKExebpnKEVj cf. Hesberg 1996: 95. 
89 Habicht 1970: 147, 152f.; cf. Alfoldi 1934: 88f. (Hellenistic prototypes in the adventus of the 
Roman emperor). 
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reception of Attalos I in Athens (April 200 BC) can be inferred from Polybios' report90: 
"The demos of the Athenians, as it was informed about his approaching arrival, issued a 
most generous decree concerning the reception and the entertainment of the king... Next 
day he went up to Athens in great state accompanied by the Romans and the magistrates 
of the Athenians. For not only all persons holding office with the horsemen, but all the 
citizens with their children and wives went out to meet them. And when they joined them 
there was such a demonstration on the part of the people of their affection for the 
Romans and still more for Attalos that nothing could have exceeded it in heartiness. As he 
entered the Dipylon they drew up the priests and priestesses on either side of the road; 
after this they opened all the temples and brought victims up to all the altars asking him 
to offer sacrifices...". The staging of this event by the Athenians (participation of 
magistrates and cavalrymen, arrangement of the procession, attendence by all the citizens 
and their families, opening of the temples) finds close parallels in Hellenistic decrees 
concerning the staging of civic festivals91, particularly in the decree of Pergamon 
concerning the welcome of Attalos III, returning from a victorious campaign92: "When he 
[the king] arrives in our city, each one of the stephanephoroi of the twelve gods and of king 
Eumenes shall wear a wreath; the priests and the priestesses shall open the temples of the 
gods and, burning incense, they shall speak the following prayer: 'May king Attalos 
Philometor and Euergetes be given rescue, victory, power, both [in peace?] and in war, 
both in offensive and in defensive wars, and may his kingship be maintained for ever 
unharmed, with all security'. The aforementioned priests and priestesses, the generals, the 
magistrates, the hieronikai, having [—], the gymnasiarchos with the ephebes and the young 
90 Polyb. 16,25,3-7: 6 8E TCOV 'ABnvcttcov S f j u o s y v o f / j Tf)v Trapouatav a t r r o G 
u g y a A o u e p d a s eyntptaa-ro TTep\ Tt}s dirav-rfiOEcos tca\ Tfjs 8Aris c c r roSoxns TOU 
PaaiAdcoj... (5) TQ 5 ' E i r a u p i o v a n a T0T5 ' P c o n a i o i s KO\ T C % TCOV ' A Q n v a t c o v 
a p x o u a i v avEfiatVEV eij a c r r u HETO pEy&Xris T T p o a r a a f a s - ou y a p p6vov oi T a j 
a p x & S ? X O V T 6 S METa TCOV brrrEcov. a X X a Ka\ TravTES ol •jroXiTat UETO TCOV TEKVCOV 
K a \ yuvauccov a n t | V T c o v auToTs . cos SE auv^m^av. T o i a u T T | i r a p a TCOV TTOXXCOV 
i y d v e T O KaTct Tf)v a i r a v T n a i v <piXav9pcoTr(a i r p d s TE " P c o i i a l o u s * a \ ETI u a X X o v 
•np6s T 6 V " A T T O X O V , & a 6 ' u-rrepPoXriv u f | K a T a A n r e l v . ETTEI 8 ' EiafjEi KOTO T 6 
A h r u X o v , i% EKOTEPOU TOU U E p o u j TrapEOTTiaav T a j lEpEtas »ca\ TOUS IEPETS. nETa 
5E T a v r r a i r a v T a s \ikv TOUJ v a o u s bvico^av, ETT\ BE t r a o t O u p a T a T0T5 P c o u o T j 
•rrapacrr f iaavTEs X]£,ia3aav OUT6V 6 i /aa i . . . 
91 On the participation of the magistrates, in a particular order, see Chaniotis 1995: 157 with 
note 77. On the participation of horsemen see, e.g., LSCG 93 U. 6-7 (AskUpieia, Eretria, 
4th/3rd cent.); SEGXXXll 4561. 10 (Ptoa, Akraiphia, late 3rd cent.); cf. Chaniotis 1995: 157 
note 85. For the participation of all the citizens, with their wives and chlidren (TTCIVTES oi 
TroArrai ueTct TCOV TEKVCOV tca\ yuvaiKcov) see Qianiotis 1995: 157 note 79. For the 
opening of the temples (TOUS vaoi/s av£cpf;<w) see, e.g., ISAM 15 11. 42-44 (celebration for 
the treaty between Elaia and Rome, FJaia, 129 BC); I.Magnesia 801. 14 (announcement of the 
festival of Artemis Leukophryene, Antiocheia in Persis, 208/7); cf. Robert 1933: 519-522; 
Sokolowski 1955: 21; Chaniotis 1995: 156 note 68. 
92 I.Pcrgamon 246 (SEG XXXIV 1251); on this text see Nock 1930: 22f; Robert 1987: 460-489, 
522-535. M. Frankel (I.Pergamon, pp. 157-159) has observed the similarity between this 
inscription and the report of Polybios on the reception of Attalos I. 
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men, and the paidonomos with the boys, and the citizens [and their wives and their 
children?], and all the residents shall meet him wearing bright garments and garlands, 
etc." 
These royal events were occasionally imitated by civic statesmen, as we may infer 
from Poseidonios' report on Athenion's reception in Athens, when he returned from a 
mission to Mithridates in 88 BC93 . The entrance of the Athenian statesman was a 
spectacle ( owETpexov Be TTOXXOI KCCI &XX01 8 e a T a ( , auvsTpexov ouv T r p o j xf|v 
8 £ a v TOCUTT)v). Athenion was carried on a silver sedan-chair covered with purple sheets. 
He dragged a heavy bright cloak (xXapuSa Xauirpctv E T n o u p c o v ) and wore a golden 
ring, engraved with a portait of the king of Pontos94. Men, women, and children attended 
the procession. The Technitai greeted him, as a messanger of New Dionysos 
(Mithridates), and invited him to their precinct95. 
8. The staging of royal appearances 
Kings and members of royal families oftentimes staged their appearances themselves. 
A characteristic example is the carefully staged appearance of Demetrios Poliorketes in 
Athens96. In 294 B C he captured Athens and ordered the Athenians to assemble in the 
theatre. He fenced the stage-building round with armed men, and encompassed the stage 
itself with his body-guards. After these arrangements, and while the Athenians were 
puzzled about these developments, Demetrios finally appeared through one of the upper 
93 Poseid., Hist.fr. 247 Theiler = FrGrHistSl F 36 §§ 49-51 = Athen. V 212 b-e: ETCuyav 4TT\ 
Tf|v avaicouiSfiv auroO vaOs uaicpccs *a\ q>ope!ov apyupdTfouv. aXX' Etarjeiv fj5n, 
Ka \ OXE56V T 6 trAETcrrov u E p o j T i f t -rr6XECos ETT\ Tf|v EKSOX^V airroO E^EKEXUTO-
OUVE'TPEXOV 5E TTOXXOI KCC\ 6XXot Qeara\ rb Trap&5o£ov -rfjs Tuxns Qavv&Cpvrts, 
Ei 6 - i r a p ^ y y p a < p o s ' A 6 n v f c o v EIJ 'AQ^vas ETC* a p y u p d t r o S o s K a x a K o u l ^ E T a i 
<p0pE(0U Ka\ TTOp<pUpCOV O T p C O M C f T C D V . . . O U V ^ T p E X O V O U V TTpOS T f | V 6tav T O U T T I V 
6w5pE5. yuvaT icE j , TraloES T & KAXXIOTO: TrpoaooKcbvTES Ttapix M i 8 p i 5 c ( T o u . . . 
o w f ^ w T r i a a v 8' a i r r c p Ka\ oi T r e p \ T 6 V At6vuaov TExvrrai, T 6 V fiyyEXov TOU VEOU 
A i o v u a o u KCIAOOVTES ETTI Tf]V Koivf)v E c r r i a v tcai T&S Trep\ T a u T n v EUX6S TE KCX\ 
OTTOV56S.. a<p' f j$ (sc. o i i d a s ) E^rjEi x X a u u 5 a X a u - n p c t v E m o v p c o v Ka\ TrepiKEfuEvos 
OCXKTUXIOV x p u ° ' o u E y y E y X u n u d v n v i x o V T a T1^v Mt8pi5dTou E'ucdva. 
TrpOETTOj iTTEVOV 5' a U T O U KCU E f E l T T O V T O 0 E p 6 l T O V T E S TToXAot. EV 5£ TCp TEUEVE1 TCOV 
TEXVITCOV 8 u a ( a i TE ETTETEXOUVTO ETT\ T f j 'A8r|vtcovos TTapouofe? Ka\ HETO: KfjpuKOs 
Trpoava<pcovriaEco5 cnrovBal. 
94 Cf. Polyb. 15,31,9: Aristomenes, a follower of the regent Agathokles in the Ptolemaic court 
(204/3 BC), wore a ring with an engraved portrait of Agathokles. 
95 On the Athenian synodos of Technitai see the contribution of firic Perrin in this volume; on 
their precinct in Athens see Aneziri 1997: Appendix I. 
%> Plut., Demetr. 34: £10EA8CC>V 6 Anur|Tpios ica\ KEXEUOOCS &% T6 Stexpov a9poio6fivai 
TTAVTCIS, 6TTXOIS MEV a u v e q j p a ^ E Tf)v aKnvriv KC<\ 5opu<p6pots T 6 XoyEiov 
TTEpi^XapEv. auros 5E Ka-xa$&%. c o o m p oi Tpaycpoot. 5ic< TCOV SVCO Trapoocov, I n 
uaXXov EKiTETrXriyu^vcow TCOV 'ABnvalcov. Tf)v apxf)v TOU Xdyou 
EtToif^oaTO TOU Mo\i% a u T c b v . Ka\ y&p T6VOU <pcovfjs icon p n u A T O V -rriKplaj 
q>Eto6nEvos, EXa<ppcos SE tccrt <piXiKcos UEU^CIUEVOS OUTCK; BmXXdaaETO. Cf. Pollitt 
1986: 6; Slater 1995: 150. On Douris as a possible source of Plutarch see Sweet 1951: 180. 
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side-entrances like a tragic actor ( a0x6s BE KOtTCtp&s, <!6crrrEp ol TpaycpSof, 81& 
TCOV a v c o Trap65cov). The Athenians were now frightened more than ever and 
Demetrios was in full control of their emotions. Soon their fears proved unjustfied. With 
the choice of the right tone of voice and with the selection of the proper words (KCCI y & p 
T 6 V O U e p e o v f j s KCCI p r j i i & T C O V TTiKpfaj <pe ia&HEVOs. . . ) Demetrios won over the 
Athenians. 
When two of the sons of Attalos I (the later Attalos II and either Philetairos or 
Athenaios) visited Kyzikos (ca. 185/4 BC), the native city of their mother Apollonis, they 
staged their visit as a reminiscence of the most famous 'virtuous sons' of Greek history, 
Kleobis and Biton. Placing their mother between them and holding b o t h her hands 
(<5cyovTEc y c t p E§ ctpcpoTv xEP°w H^crr|v a u T c o v T f | v nrjT^pa) they walked all 
around the sanctuaries of the city followed by their servants. "The spectators (o l 
BECOHEVOI) approved of the young men and held them worthy; remembering the deeds of 
Kleobis and Biton, they compared their conduct to this..."97. 
Numerous anecdotes about Hellenistic rulers demonstrate how they constructed a 
desirable public image by selecting their escorts (sometimes actors or other entertainers), 
changing their dress, and playing a role. Antiochos IV is said to have joined common 
people in their revel playing musical instruments98. According to Polybios, the same king 
played different roles in different costumes: "Often he would lay aside his royal robes, and 
putting on a toga he would walk up and down the market-place as though he were 
canvassing for votes; with some he shook hands, while others he embraced and invited to 
cast their vote for him, sometimes for the office of agoranomos, sometimes for that of 
demarchos'W. At the end of the great festival he had organized in Daphne (166 BC)100, 
the king was brought in by the mimes entirely wrapped up ( K E K c e X u m i E ' v o c ) , and 
deposited on the ground as though he were one of the performers. There he danced naked 
and acted with the clowns (uTTEKpi'vETO UETCC TCOV y E X c o T O T r o i c o v ) 1 ' " . Similar stories 
97 Polyb. 22,20,5-7: c i y o v T E S y&P ^ 6u<poiv xEP°i v \i&n\v a i r r c b v T f | V un-rdpa 
T r e p i f c a a v r(x 6' teph KCX\ T f ) v wSXtv HETC< Tf lS Qepcrndas. £<p' 0T5 ol 8ECOUEVOI 
UEyClXcOC TOUS VEavlOKOUS CCTTESEXOVTO KCC\ KaTT|5toUV KCCI UVnUOVEUOVTEC TCOV 
" i rep l TOV KXdoj3iv KC<\ BCTCOVO ai /VEKptvov T&S aipfaeis a u r c o v KTX. On this event 
seeWalbankl979:211f. 
9« Polyb. 26,1,4 (= Athen. 10,439 a); cf. Diod. 29,32. 
99 Polyb. 26,1,5 (cf. Athen. 10, 439 a): TTOXX&KIC 5E KCU T f | v P c c 0 i X i K f | V cnTo6iiuEvoc 
E a O f j T a T r lBEVvav dvaXaBcbv T r e p i T j e i Karh Tr |v ccyopdxv ctpxaiptcud^cov K a \ 
TOUS |iEV SE^IOOHEVOS, TOUS 8E K<X\ TTEpiirrruoacov trapEicdXet cpepeiv a u r c p T f )v 
vj/rj<pov. TTOTE UEV cbs cryopav6uos ydvrrrai, TTOTE SE Ka\ cbs Stfuapxos; cf. Diod. 
29,32; Hesberg 1996: 94f. 
'0° On the historical context and the message this celebration sent see Bunge 1976 (celebration 
of the undefeatable troops, prelude of the planned expedition to the East, and celebration of 
the ninth jubilee of Antiochos' rule). 
101 Athen. V 195 efi -rrepirjEt... &ua 5E KCC\ TOIS cticpooruacn TTpocrrralCoav. i r p o T o t e m s 5' 
irt\ troXu Tfjs c r u v o u a t a c KC<\ TTOXXWV fjor) KEXcopiauEvcov , Cnr6 T O V u t u c o v 6 
BaatXeus eiae<pdpETo 0 X 0 5 KEKCIXUHUEVOS iced eis TT|V yflv ET(8ETO COS 5fjTa 
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are told about Agathokles, the Sicilian ruler of the late 4th century, and Philip V . In his 
drinking parties Agathokles used to put off the pomp of his tyranny and to show himself 
more humble than the ordinary citizens; "being by nature also a buffoon and a mimic, not 
even in the meetings of the assembly did he abstain from jeering at those who were 
present and from portraying certain of them, so that the common people would often 
break out into laughter as if they were watching one of the impersonators or 
conjurors"102. When Philip V visited Argos during the First Macedonian War (209 BC) 
"he laid aside his diadem and purple robe, wishing to produce the impression that he was 
on a level with others and a lenient and popular prince"103. Philip used his dress as a 
costume in which he could play a role and provoke a deceiving image. T w o other 
Hellenistic kings were also notorious for their performing skills, the marionette-player 
Antiochos IX104, who was fond of all kinds of mechanical devices, and Ptolemy XII, 
auletes and magoeios10^. O f course all these cases are extreme, and were understood as such 
by contemporaries106. 
TCOV u t u c o v KCA Tfjs auuq>covfas T r p o K a X o u u d v n s &vccnT)8i1)o-as y u u v d j cbpxErro 
KCU UTTEKplVETO UETCt TCOV yeXcOTOTTOlCOV, COOTE Tra.vTas a i o x u v o u E v o u s 9EuyEtw-
>°2 Diod. 20,63,1-2: CCTTETOETO 5' EV TC% Tr6-rots T6 TT\S Tupavvi8oc a.£[coua KCX\ TCOV 
TIQCCIVTCOV iSlCOTGOV TaTT6lv6TEpOV EO.UT6V CCTTESEIKVUE... (2) UTTC(pXCOV 8fc KCU 
<p\kmi y e X c o T O T r o i 6 s KOA u l p o j o\i8' EV TOUS E K K X n o l a i j aTTEtxETO TOU OKcb-rrrav 
T01/5 Ka8nuivous Kcd T i v a j a u T c b v EIKO.£EIV, GOOTE T 6 TrXfi8oc TroXXa.Kic E1$ 
YEXCOTO EKTpETTEaSai . Ka.6a.TTEp Ttvct TCOV r^BoXAycov f\ 8auuaTOTroicbv 
B E c o p o u v T a s . 
103 Polyb. 10,26,1-2: OlXnrrros 6 (3aoiXeus MOKE56VCOV UETO. T6 EKTEXEOCU T6V TCOV 
NEUECOV a y c b v a a u 6 i $ eij "Apyoc ETravf)X6e Ka\ T 6 UEV SidSnua K a l T f j v 
Tropeptipa ccniSETO, POUX6UEVOS ainbv l a o v T0T5 TTOXXOTS Ka \ i r p ^ d v T i v a KCX\ 
8nuoTiic6v UTroypc(<pEiv. o o c p 8E T f ] v Eo6f)Ta B n u o T t K C O T E p a v TTEPIETOETO, 
TOOOUTCO Tf)V E ^ o u a f a v EXAMPOIVE UE!£CO u o v a p x i t c c o T d p a v . C f . be low 
Plutarch's description of Demetrios Poliorketes (note 128). 
104 Poseid., Hist.fr. 181 Theiler = Diod. 34/35,34,1: ? x a , P E Y & P M ^ o i s Ka \ TrpoSElKTa is 
K a \ Ka66Xou T r a a i TOTC 8 a u u a T O T r o i o T s , KCC\ TO. TOUTCOV ETTiTr iBEUuaTa 
uavBctvE iv E^IXOTIUETTO. ETTETI'|8EU0E Si Koi vEupoa-rraoTETv Ka\ 5 i ' a i / T o O KIVETV 
Ccpa TrEVTaTrfiXEct t c a T d p y u p a KO\ K a T c t x p u a a KO\ 'irepa TrXElova T o i a u T a 
u r ) x a v r ) u a T a . Cf. Stephanis 1988: n° 213. 
1 0 5 Strab. 17,1,11 C 796 : ctTfctvTEs UEV o u v o i UET& T 6 V T p h r o v T T T o X e u m o v UTT6 
Tpu9fjs StE<p8apuEvoi x E 1 P o v E T r o X i T E u a a v T O , x E t p i d T a 8' 6 T ^ T a p T o j teal 
yp5ouos K a \ O c r r a T o s 6 AuXn-rf|c, 6 5 x w P H "rfls a.XXr)s d o E X y E t a j x ° P a u ^ E l v 
fioKnae. K a \ ETC' CCUTCO y E £OEUVUVETO TOOOOTOV. COOT' OUK COKVEI OUVTEXETV 
aycbvas EV T0T5 p a o i X E i o i j , EI<; OOC i r a p r j E i SiannXXtaduEvoj TOT$ 
a v T a y c o v t a T a l s ; cf. Athen. V 206 d: oi iK ctv8p6$ y E v o u d v o u aXX" a u X r j T o O KOA 
ua.you [or uay<cpB>o0]. Cf. Stephanis 1988: n° 2162. 
106 Cf., e.g., (on Antiochos IV) Diod. 29,32: EVEcm'iaa.TO f l t ov TrapAXoyov Ka\ a.auvr)8r) 
T0T5 fiXXois PaatXEuai..Tiv^s Si u a v t a v auTou K a T E y l v o o o i c o v ; Athen. V 195 f: 
COOTE Tr6vTas a l a x u v o u d v o u s q>e\>yEiv. Cf. above note 105 on Ptolemy XII. 
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From the early Hellenistic period on rulers were occasionally celebrated as New 
Dionysoi107. Their assimilation with the god of theater, naturally, introduced theatrical 
elements into their public appearances, such as the employement of actors and the use of 
costumes108. Demetrios Poliorketes imitated (nipounevos) Dionysos, exchanging — as 
Herodian puts it — the symbols of royal power with the Dionysiac costume, ivy-wreath 
and thyrsos, and employing actors to play the part of his ithyphallic followers109. Marc 
Antony was greeted in Ephesos (41 BC) as Neos Dionysos, by (professional?) dancers and 
singers, impersonating maenads, satyrs, and Pans, dressed in the appropriate costumes 
( S i e o K E u a a n d v o i ) . 1 1 0 In Athens (38 BC?) he had a Bacchic grotto constructed above the 
theater where he reclined dressed as Dionysos; his friends impersonated, in the 
appropriate costumes, the god's mythological followers (cf. TUinrccva KCf\ VE(3p(8as Kcct 
TrocvToSccTrct &XX &0OPMCCTCC A i o v u a i a K a e ^ a p x r i a a v T a HET& TCOV <pi'Acov), 
while artists invited from Italy provided the entertainment ( X e i T o u p y o v i v T c o v auTcp 
TCOV E£ 'ITCCMCCS !iETaTTEU<p6£vTcov aKpoapcVrcov)111. Only a few years earlier (41 
BC) Kleopatra had impressed Marc Antony in Tarsos, appearing as Aphrodite, on an 
extravagantly decorated ship, followed by attendants impersonating Erotes, Nereids, and 
Graces112. The crowds on the banks of the river Kaunos watched the spectacle (ETTI TT|V 
™7 See, e.g., Delatte 1942: 137f. Demetrios Poliorketes: Habicht 1970: 50-55; Connor 1989: 
19f.; Green 1994: 95. Ptolemy IV: Pfrommer 1996: 97. Mithridates VI: see above, note 93. 
Marc Antony: Kienast 1993: 194f. 
108 Kohler 1996: 128 (with reference to Demetrios, Antony, and Kleopatra). For men dressed as 
gods in archaic and classical Greece see Connor 1987: 45. 
109 Herodian. 1,3,3: 'AvTtyovoc BE At6vuoov TrdvTa UIUOUUEVOC KOU Kiaa6v UEV 
TfEpiTi6E\s Tfj KecpaXfj 6VT1 Kaua(a$ Ka\ BiaBi'iuaToc MCXKESOVIKOG, 8upaov BE 
avr\ cncr^ Trrpou (pdpcov; Herodian refers to Antigonos, but he means Demetrios; cf. Plut., 
Dcmetr. 2,3; Diod. 20,92,4; Kohler 1996: 128. 
110 Plut., Anton. 24: sis yoOv "Ecpeaov EICU6VTOC auToO, ywaucEc UEV A% B&Kxac. 
fiv5pEs BE KCU iraiSEs E!C Icrrupouc Ka\ Havac rvyoOvTo BiEaKEuaauEvoi, KITTOO 
BE KCU 8upacov KCU vyaX-nipicov x.a\ auptyycov ica\ aiiXcov TT6XIV f^ v itMa, 
Ai6vuoov atrriv avaKctXouudvcov XaptSd-rnv KCU MEIXIXIOV; cf. Veil. Paterc. 
2,82,4; Pelling 1988: 179£; Kohler 1996: 128. 
111 Sokrates FrGrHist 192 F 2 = Athen. IV 148 be: ioTopET (sc. Sokrates) BE KO\ atrr6v T6V 
'AVTCOVIOV EV 'ASi'ivais UETC< Tairra BictTpfc+iavTa TfEptoTrrov uitEp T6 BdaTpov 
KctTctaKEuCtaavTa OXEBICXV x^copg TTETruKaaudvnv OXrj, coaiTEp ETT\ TCOV 
BaKXiK<5>v ctvTpcov ylvETai, TOCUTTIS TVMTrava Ka\ vEfSpiBas iced TravToScen-di 
fiXX' 68upuaTa AiovuaiaKii EgapTiiactvTct UETCX TCOV <p(Xcov i.% ECO8IVO0 
KCCTC<KXIV6HEVOV UE6uoKE00ai, XErroupyouvTcov auTcp TCOV E£ 'iTaXfac 
HETaTTE(i<p9dvToov aKpoauctTcov auvr)8poiau£'vcov ETT\ Trjv 8dav TCOV 
TTOVEXXT^ VCOV. Kienast 1993: 194f. dates the event described by Sokrates in 38 and 
associates it, convincingly, with the festival Antonieia Panathenaia. 
112 Plut., Anton. 26: COOTE TTXETV ixvh T6V KuSvov TTOTOIUCIV EV Trop8uElcp 
Xpuacrrrpuuvcp, TCOV UEV krrtcov crXoupytov EKTreTTETaauEvcov. Trie BE EipEalac 
apyupaTc KcoTrcuc ava<pEpouEVr]s Ttp6s at/X6v Sua oupiy£i KCU Ki8&pais 
ouvripuoauEvov. CCUTTI BE KCXTEKEITO UEV UTT6 cnctdBi xpvao-rr&crrcp. KEKoaunuEvri 
ypa<piKCOS cooTfEp 'Aq>po8hT|. uaTBEC BE TC% ypatpiKotc "Epcoaiv EIKCCOUEVOI 
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Qiav). Even the rowers contributed to the performance, making their silver oars follow — 
as a kind of chorus - the tunes of the musical instruments (Tfjs 5£ eipEoCac. dxpyupaTc, 
KcoTrcus avaq>Epo|i^vr|s Trp6c a u X 6 v '&\ia oOpiy^i KOU K i 6 a p a i s 
a\JVT\p\ioa\i£vov)ni. O n other occasions Kleopatra appeared dressed as Isis114. Both 
Antony and Kleopatra appeared as Neos Dionysos and Nea his respectively in the 
triumphal parade through Alexandria in 34 BC.115 A few days later Antony bestowed 
royal tides upon Kleopatra's children, in a spectacle which Plutarch explicidy characterizes 
as 'theatrical' (TpayiK^v)116 and in which costumes played an important role: Kleopatra 
appeared robed again as Isis, Alexandres Helios was dressed like an Achaemenid monarch, 
Ptolemy Philadelphos as a Macedonian king. 
In these royal events the same elements recurr: costumes, musical accompaniment, 
careful preparation of the setting, employment of actors. Actors were also employed in 
festivals organized by Hellenistic kings, the most famous example being the procession 
organized by Ptolemy II in Alexandria (275/4 BC?) with obvious Dionysiac elements117. 
Actors, dressed in colourful and luxurious costumes, impersonated Satyrs and Silenoi, as 
well as abstract ideas, such as the Year, the Penteteris, and the Four Seasons; the poet 
Philiskos, priest of Dionysos and head of the local TechnitSn synodos, and all the Dionysiac 
Technitai were followed by impersonators of the Mimallones, the Bassarai, the Lydian 
women, Satyrs trading on grapes and singing a vintage song, and other Satyrs and Silenoi, 
women impersonated captives from India and the Ionian cities freed from Persian rule; 
even the persons responsible for order were dressed as Silenoi. 
Trap' etcaTEpov EOTCOTEC Epp[Tri£ov. 6nolco$ 5e Ka\ 8Epccrraiv(8£s ai 
KaAXioTEUouaat NrjpnfBcov ixouaat Ka\ Xaphxov aToXas, ai UEV TTpos o!a£;iv, 
ai SE Trp6c KaXoij fpav . 65ua\ BE 6au|iacrra\ T6J Sx8ac ccrr6 8uuiauaTcov 
i roXXcov KOTETXOV. TGOV SE a v 8 p c b m o v o i UEV EU6UC atib TOU T r o T a u o u 
TrapcoudpTouv EKOTEPCOBEV, o i SE a i r 6 Tf js TT6XECOS KaTdpaivov ETT\ TT|V Biav. 
Cf. Pelling 1988: 186-189 (also on the problem of historicity); Kohler 1996: 128; Pfrommer 
1996: 96-99 (similarity with the ship of Ptolemy IV). 
113 This recalls the description of Demetrios' funeral, in which the oars resemble a dramatic 
chorus: see below note 130; cf. Pelling 1988: 188. 
114 Plut., Anton. 54: KXEOtraTpa HEW y a p Kai T6TE KO'I T6V aXXov xpdvov EIC TrXfjSos 
E^touaa crroXr|v [ETEpav] lEpav "laiSoj EXauPavs ica\ via ' l a i j ExptluaTi^E. Cf. 
Dio Cass. 50,5,3. 
115 Veil. Pat. 2,82,4; Cass. Dio 50,5,3. 
n 6 Plut., Anton. 54: £Uiari8r) 5s (sc. Marc Antony) Ka\ Sia TT|V Biav^r)oiw f|W ETfoir^aaTO 
T0T5 TEKVOIS ev 'AXE§av5pE(a, xpayiKrjv ica\ utiEpf^avov Ka\ uiaoppcbuaiov 
(pavEioav... 
117 Kallixeinos FrGrHist6l7 = Athen. V, particularly 197 e-I98 b, 198 e, 199 ab, 200 e, 201 a, 
201 e; on the procession see the discussions by Dunand 1981; Rice 1983, esp. 45-110; 
Hesberg 1987: 50-52; Hesberg 1989: 63-65; Coarelli 1990; Weber: 174f., 343f.; Green 
1994: 94f.; Kohler 1996: 35-45. On the (still controversial) date: Foertmeyer 1988; Kohler 
1996: 36. On the prominent role of Dionysos for the dynastic ideology of the Ptolemies see 
most recently Weber 1993: 343-346 (with bibliography). 
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9. Use of mechanical devices 
Closely related to the world of the theater are also references to mechanical devices 
used on these occasions118. The Pergamenes applied a spectacular device to honor 
Mithridates (88 BC)119. In the theater, where they had assembled, they set up a 
machinery of some kind (£K TIVCOV 6py6vcov ) which could lower a statue of Nike, 
holding a crown in her hand which could then be placed on the king's head. However, 
when the statue was being lowered towards Mithridates, it broke to pieces just as Nike 
was about to touch his head, and the crown went tumbling from her hand to the ground 
in the midst of the theater (KOCTCX TOU 8e&Tpou) and was shattered. A similar device was 
used (this time successfully), a few years later (ca. 75 BC), during a symposion in honor of 
Caecilius Metellus120. 
The use of such devices is also attested in Rome. The most interesting case, closely 
related to stage-machines used in ancient theater, is the presentation of an image of 
Caesar, after his assassination121: "Somebody raised above the bier an image of Caesar 
himself made of wax. The body itself, as it lay on its back on the couch, could not be 
seen. The image was turned round and round by a mechanical device, showing the 
twenty-three wounds that had been dealt to him so brutally on all parts of the body and 
on the face". 
Already in the early Hellenistic period Demetrios of Phaleron had a mechanical snail 
constructed in Athens, which was moved by machinery; it went before his procession -
again in the theater - during the Great Dionysia of the year 309/8, spitting out saliva122. 
The interest of Hellenistic rulers in machinery is demonstrared also by an apocryphal 
118 The following examples are taken from the studies of Hesberg (1987) and Kohler (1996: 97-
99) on ccuT6uaTa; cf. Austin 1959, 17f. On stage-machines see most recently Mastronarde 
1990; Newiger 1990; cf. Schneider 1969: 241; Hesberg 1987: 61. 
119 Plut., Sulla 11: Xdyerai... Nhcnv aTEcpavnqxSpov KaOteudvnv UTT6 TCOV 
T7£pyaur|vcov ETT' avrbv IK TIVCOV opycivcov 6(VCO6EV 5aov OUTTCO Tfjs KEcpaXris 
yauouaav auvTptfSfjvai, KCC\ T6V crr^cpavov EKTTECKSVTCC KCXTCC TOU 0EctTpou 
- <pdp6a6ai x a u a C E oia8puirr6uEvov. COOTE <pp(Knv UEV TCO Sifacp, a8uu!av 5E 
TToXXfiv Mt6pi5ctTrj irapaaxETv. Cf. Holscher 1967: 39 note 202, 62, 143 note 898; 
Hesberg 1987: 61; Kohler 1996: 98. Balsdon 1951: 2 with note 18 assumes that Sulla's 
Commentarii Rerum Gestarum were Plutarch's source. 
120 Plut., Scrt. 22: Koci NTKCU nETTomu^vai Si opycivcov EmSpoucav xpuctEa Tpdiraia 
Ka\ OTEtpdvous SiacpEpouaai KaTi'iyovTO. Cf. Holscher 1967: 143 note 898; Hesberg 
1987: 61; Kohler 1996: 98. 
121 App., Bell civ. 2,147:... aviaxE T15 UTTEp T6 AEX°S avSpEtxeAov atrrou Kafaapoj EK 
KripoO uETroinuEvov T 6 UEV ydxp acoua, cbj UTTTIOV ETT\ AEXOUS- OXIX EcopaTO. T 6 
5E avBpEfKEXov EK ur)XavnS £TT£CJTpEq>eTO TTtivTrj. Ka\ aq>aya\ TpEls Ka\ Ekoaiv 
cb<p0r)aav avct TE T 6 a c o u a i r a v Ka\ a v a T 6 irpoacoiTOV Sripicoocos ES OUT6V 
yEvduEvai. Cf. Hesberg 1987: 67; Kohler 1996: 98f. 
122 Polyb. 12,13,11: KOxXtaj airrouaTcos PaSlCcov -n-ponyETTO Tfjs irouTrfis aiiTcp. 
olaXov avanrucov. auv 5E TOUTOIS 6voi BIETT^ MTTOVTO 5I6 TOU 8EctTpou. On this 
event see Walbank 1967: 358f.; cf. Hesberg 1987: 52; Kohler 1996: 98; for parallels see 
Austin 1959: 17f.; for a reconstruction of this device see Rehm 1937; for the use of similar 
devices during the great procession in Alexandria see Kohler 1996: 97f. 
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story about the 'Iron Maiden' of the Spartan king Nabis1" . Nabis had a m a c h i n e 
c o n s t r u c t e d , the image of a woman richly dressed, looking exac t ly like Nabis' wife. Both 
her arms and hands as well as her breasts were covered with iron nails concea led under her 
dress. When someone refused to offer him money Nabis b r o u g h t the image in. When the 
man offered h e r his hand, Nabis made the woman rise from her chair and e m b r a c e his 
victim; o p e r a t i n g the device by means of cer ta in strings, Nabis made the man, thus 
e m b r a c e d and peirced by the nails, p r o m i s e him a n y t h i n g and everything. 
10. The Hellenistic ruler as actor: the case of Demetrios Poliorketes 
Considering all this evidence it is not s u r p r i s i n g that the assimilation of the ruler 
with the actor is a c e n t r a l element in Plutarch's biography of a most characteristic 
Hellenistic king, Demetrios Poliorketes124. It should be noted, here, that Plutarch's 
portaiture of Demetrios and his theatricality relied h e a v i l y on Hellenistic sources, most 
p r o b a b l y Douris (see above note 36). When Demetrios (as the other d i a d o c h s as well) 
c h a n g e d his behavior as soon as he received the diadem, he is compared with the tragic 
actors who "adapt to their c o s t u m e s their gait, voice, pos tu re at table, and manner of 
addressing others"12'. Plutarch c o m m e n t s further that the d i a d o c h s assumed 
( u T T O K p l v o i V T o ) Alexander's m a j e s t y and pomp like actors on a stage (cos ETT\ 
aicrivfjc)i26. Demetrios' change of f o r t u n e is descr ibed as a movement from the comic to 
the tragic stage127. When Demetrios realizes that his case is lost "he went to his tent, and, 
as if he had been an actor and not a real king, put on a dark cloak in place of his stage-
robes of royalty, and stole away unnoticed"128. Plutarch descr ibes Demetrios' s i t u a t i o n 
after his defeat q u o t i n g passages from Sophokles' Menelaos and Euripides' Baccbae129. His 
123 Polyb. 13,7,2-11. Cf. Walbank 1967: 420f.; Hesberg 1987: 58 (literary topos about wicked 
tyrant). Further examples of mechanical devices: Hesberg 1987; Kohler 1996: 98. For the 
interest of Antiochos IX in mechanical devices see above note 104. 
124 Cf. Wallace-Hadrill 1982: 33f.; Pollitt 1986: 6f.; Hesberg 1989: 77. 
i2 ' Plut., Dcmetr. 18: TOOTO 5E o i l Trpoo8i,|Kr|v 6 v 6 u c r r o s KO\ oxi^uaTOS E§aXXayf|v 
eTxe | i 6 v o v . aXXa Ka\ T 6 (ppovi^naxa TCOV avBpcbv EKivnaE Ka\ Tac yvconas 
ETffjpe Ka\ TC% [iiots xa\ Teas 6uiX(ai$ atrrcbv 6YKOV s v E T r o i n o E ica\ {HaptrrnTa, 
KccOctTTEp T p a y m c o v UTfOKptrcbv a p a T f j OKEufj 0 U U H E T a f J a A A 6 v T c a v ka\ pdotopa 
Kai <pcovf|V Kai KaTcticXiaiv Ka\ Trpoaay6pEuaiv. 
126 Plut., Demetr. 41: cbs EV u6vcp TOUTGO (sc. Pyrrhos) TCOV {SaaiX^cov E!5COXOV 
EvopcpTO Tfjc 'AXe§av5pou TdXurjS. ot 5E aXXoi. Ka\ uAXiora AnurVrpioc. cbc ETT\ 
OKrivfis T6 fJapoc irrroKplvoivTO Ka\ TOV 6yKov TOU avSpoc. 
127 Plut., Demetr. 28: xf|v 5E BiiVynaiv. obaTfEp k Kcouucfjs OKrjvfis TraXiv e'15 TpayiKfiv 
UET&youatv ai Txixai KCC\ ai Trpa^Eis TOO av5p6c. 
128 Plut., Demetr. 44: Kai TrapEXScbv ETT\ OKr|Vi"jv. d o a T r e p o u PaotXEUj, aXX' UTfOKpiTris, 
UETanipidvvuTai x^aMu8a 9 c u a v OVT\ Tfjc Tpayiicfis EKEIVTIS. KOC\ 5iaXa6cbv 
UTTEXcbpnOEV. 
129 Plut., Demetr. 45: f|v ouv 6 IcwpoKXeous MEVEXOOJ EiK6va TaTc auTou Tir/ais 
TrapaTi6naiv... Kai TI$ atrr6v tv ©r)Pat< TOIOUTOV BEaaapsvos EXpifaaTO T0I5 
EupiTfiSou artxois OUK anScbs... Schneider (1967: 19-21) has pointed to the fact that 
Euripidean drama served as a model of interpretation of human suffering in the Hellenistic 
age. Cf. Sweet 1951: 180 (on Douris' interest in Euripides). 
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funeral is staged by his son Antigonos Doson as a theatrical performance ( E O X E . . . 
T p a y i K T ^ v T i v a Kcci S e a T p i i r f i v 8 i&6£aw) 1 3 0 . The urn, covered with symbols of royalty 
(purple cloak and diadem), was placed on the greatest ship; armed men were arayed 
arround the urn, other men in funerary dress accompanied the procession of ships, which 
approached different harbours. The most celebrated auletes of the time was playing a 
solemn melody; and "to this melody the oars kept perfect time, and their splashing, like 
funeral beatings of the breast, answered to the cadences of the flute-tones". The oars of 
the ships assumed here, in a way, the role of a tragic chorus131. Finally, his vita is closed 
with the words "and now that the Macedonian drama has been performed, let us 
introduce the Roman132". 
11. Civic festivals as staged spectacles 
The evidence presented so far is almost exclusively literary, and this raises, naturally, 
the question of historicity. Were these staged appearances of public figures an invention of 
historians, sensitive to issues of theatricality or interested in adding a dramatic dimension 
to their works? This may, indeed, have been the case with Douris, who is charged by 
Plutarch with inventing such theatrical details, as the engagement of musicians and actors 
or the fastidious decoration of the warships, in his account of Alkibiades' return to Athens 
in 408 BC133 . But even if Douris' report on Alkibiades is anachronistic, does this permit 
us to assume that he dramatized his accounts of contemporary theatricality too? Or were 
the theatrical appearances of statesmen a common phenomenon in the Hellenistic world? 
130 Plut., Dtmctr. 53: laxt UEVTOI KCU ret Trep\ Tr)v Ta<pf|V auroO TpayiKf)v Tiva tca\ 
8£C(Tpucf|V SidSEaiv. 6 yixp vi6s 'Avrtyovos, cbj flafieTo rh Aetvyava KO\i\C,6\itva, 
irdaais avaxSe^S TaTj vaucAv £TT\ v^acov a-mivrnaE- Ka\ SE§&UEVOS elj Trjv 
H6y(aTT)v TODV vauapx!5cov I9ETO Tf)v uSptav xpucrf]XaTov ouaav. ai SE TT6AEIS 
aTs TrpoaeTxov, TOOTO UEV c n ^ d v o u j ETtE^Epov Tfl uBpttjc, TOOTO 5E &v5pas kv 
ax^ncm TTEVOIMCO auv8c<v|;ovTas Ka\ cwu-rrapaTTE'Mu/ovTac aTTEcn-EAAov. eij BE 
K6piv6ov TOU OT6AOU KaTa-rrAEOvros f| TE KAATTIS EK trpuuvris irEpupavfis 
icopaTo -rroptpupcjc PaatAitcrj KCU StaoYiuaTi KEKoaunuEvr). Ka\ TTapEtcm^KEiaav kv 
8irAoi5 veavtaKoi 5opuq>opouvTEs. 6 8E TCOV T6TE auAnTcbv EAAoytucbTCiTos 
5Ev6<pavTOS Eyyus Ka8£^ 6uEvc>5 trpoai'iuAEi TCOV UEAGOV T6 lEpcbTaxov KCU irp6s 
TOOTO Tfjs EipEalas ava<pEpon£vris HET& pu8uo0 Ttvos, diri'iVTa ij/6q>os. coairEp 
kv KOTTETcp, Teas TCOV auAnnctTcov TtEpidSois. On Xenophantos see Stephanis 1988: 
n° 1911. 
131 Cf. above note 113 the similar description of Kleopatras's procession in the river Kydnos. 
Strong theatricality characterized already the funerals staged by Dionysios II of Syracuse for 
his father (Philistos FrGrHist 556 F 40; cf. below note 177) and by Alexander for 
Hephaistion (Diod. 17,115,4; cf. Hesberg 1987: 64f.); cf. Plut., Pelop. 34 (Pelopidas); 
TimoL 39 (Timoleon). The archaeological evidence confirms the literary ekphraseis. see 
Hesberg 1989: 67-69 (Nikokreon's tumulus in Salamis). For staged public funerals in 
imperial times see, e.g., Reynolds-Rouechet 1992. 
132 Plut., Demetr. 53: Smycoviauevov 5e TOU MCXKESOVIKOU Bpduccros c6pa T6 
'PCOUC<TK6V ETTEtoayayETv. 
133 Douris FrGrHistlG F 70 = Plut., Alkib. 32; cf. Sweet 1951: 179. 
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Corroborative evidence for the latter assumption comes from the epigraphic evidence 
which concerns Hellenistic festivals. The relevant inscriptions reveal the same tendency 
towards a careful staging of civic festivals, as I have attempted to show in a previous 
article134. That every procession, every festival, every ritual requires orchestration is a 
truism, and several pre-Hellenistic festivals, such as, the Great Panathenaia in Athens or 
the procession of the molpoi from Miletos to Didyma135 were carefully arranged in their 
details. What is new in the Hellenistic period is, however, the greater attention given by 
the contemporary leges sacrae to stage directions. While the classical leges sacrae are 
eloquent only on questions of rituals (selection, number, gender, kind, colour, and price 
of sacrificial animals, persons responsible for the rituals, funding, etc.), the Hellenistic 
sacred laws, particularly those concerning new or reorganized festivals, place the 
orchestration, especially the arrangement of the procession, into the foreground136: the 
cleaning of processional roads, the purchase of implements (especialy objects carried 
during the procession), the timing and the setting of the procession, the dress of the 
magistrates and the population, the timing of the various rituals, the sequence of the 
sacrifical animals, the participation of horsemen, the musical accompaniment, the 
arrangement of the participants into groups according to tribes, age-classes, hierarchy, 
prestige, or duties, and the supervision of this strict order. Almost nothing is left to the 
spontaneity of the participants. 
This picture is confirmed by the narratio of the relevant decrees, i.e., that part in 
which the purpose of the decree is explained, and by the honorific decrees for persons 
responsible for the successful organization of festivals. These decrees place the beauty of 
the processions ( K & A A O C , £ U T a £ l a , EUKoauia, E T r u p a v e i a , X ^ P ' S ) i n t o t h e 
foreground13?. Everything aims at pleasing the senses of an audience, from the colourful 
procession, the decoration of the statues, the selected sacrificial animals, to the musical 
accompaniment, the burning of incense, the sacrifice, and the banquet. The responsible 
magistrates are honoured because they offered a beutiful spectacle1**. 
Spectacles require spectators. However, the Hellenistic decrees which concern 
festivals urge everyone, young and old, citizens and foreigners, men and women, to 
participate actively, that is, to dress appropriately, to follow the procession, and to attend 
the sacrifice139. This is not necessarily a contradiction, since the spectators are often an 
134 Chaniotis 1995; cf. now Kohler 1996, esp. 31f., 74-87, 97-104, 117-153. 
13' ISAM 50 . 
136 Chaniotis 1995: 154-160. Characteristic examples are the lex sacra concerning the festivals 
Eisiteria (on the birthday of Artemis) in Magnesia on the Maeander (LSAM 33 A), the 
HomonoiOriestivil in Antiocheia on the Pyramos (LSAM&l), the reception of Attalos III in 
Pergamon (l.Pergamon 246), or the celebration of the mysteries of the Great Gods at 
Andania (LSCG 65). 
13? Chaniotis 1995: 158f. with notes 98-101; cf. Kohler 1996: 117-121. 
138 Chaniotis 1995: 159 with notes 102-106. For the fact that people talked about what was 
shown to them in festivals see, e.g., Theophr., Char. 3,4 (about the size of a torch set up at 
the mysteries by Damippos). 
139 Chaniotis 1995: 157 with note 79. 
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integral part of the spectacle140. W e have, further, to assume that ancient festivals had 
passive spectators as well, because not everyone followed the invitation of the decrees and, 
more importantly, because the festivals attracted many visitors from neighbouring 
communities, who came, quite naturally, as spectators and not as active participants.141 
But in addition to these two factors, at least some of the Hellenistic festivals, particularly 
those organized by kings, imply a stronger dichotomy between 'performers' and spectators 
than before, as Jens Kohler has recently demonstrated142: barricades were used to separate 
spectators from active participants in the procession143, professional actors and musicians 
were employed, and mercenary troops replaced the parades of citizens144. 
The assembled spectators could also be engaged in the event, but as passive receptors 
of the spectacle145. They were sprinkled with scented oil by women in Daphne;146 at the 
procession of the Ptolemaieia they caught the pigeons, ring-doves, and turtle-doves which 
flew forth from a cart and were equiped with nooses tied to their feet so that they could be 
easily caught by the spectators14?. In Alexandria the population was invited into the palace 
on the occasion of the Adonis-festival; in Theocritus' Adoniazousai one woman says to her 
friend: "I want you to come with me to call on our high and mighty king Ptolemy to see 
(0aa6nEvai) the Adonis. I hear the Queen's getting up something quite splendid this 
year148". These women went there not as participants, but as spectators of a show staged 
by the queen. 
These events, extravagantly staged by Hellenistic kings, inevitably influenced festivals 
organized by local benefactors. Civic festivals already included in archaic times 
performances by groups of the citizen-body, such as, choruses, which had prepared 
themselves in order to offer entertainment to the rest of the citizens. Therefore, we should 
not be surprised if (the local historian?) Polykrates explicitly calls the Spartan Hyakinthia 
a spectacle (0dcc TroiidAr)) and reports that some of the festivities, including a procession 
140 Burns 1972: 26; Schechner 1985: 14-16; Green 1994: 8-10; Kohler 1996: 147. For classical 
drama see, e.g., Longo 1990; Rehm 1992: 20-30; cf. Bain 1977: 185-207 (on audience 
address in New Comedy). 
" I Kohler 1996: 151. 
1*2 Kohler 1996: 147-153; cf. Dunand 1981: 27. 
143 Kohler 1996: 147. On the troops responsible for order cf. Dunand 1981: 27; Chaniotis 
1995: 157 with note 83. 
144 Kohler 1996: 148-150. 
145 Kohler 1996: 150-153. 
i « Athen. V 195 b. 
147 Athen. V 200 c; Kohler 1996: 150. 
148 Theocr. 15, 21-24: AAA' t0i, TcbWTf^X°vov KCU TCtv TOpovaTplSa Xct^ eu. / PauEs 
TCO PaaiAfios EC 6:q>v£ico TfToAEjiafco / 8ao6u.evai x6v "ASCOVIV Atccnko xpflpa 
KaAdu TI / KOOUEIV T&V PaafAiaaav; 78-79- ...rix TTOIKIACI Trpa-rov &6pr|aov, / 
AETTTCX cat cos X a P l s v T a ' 0E(2>V Trepovcfuccra tpacreis; 84-86- Carrey 5' cbs 6anx6s 
ETT' ctpyupdeo KaTCiKEiTai / KAiaucp. Trpa-rov TouAov 6TT6 KpoTctcpcov 
tcaTaP&AAcov. / 6 TpuptAtyros "A5covis, 6 KT\V 'Ax^povn <piAn6e(s. Cf. Hesberg 
1987: 70; Hesberg 1989: 62f.; Hesberg 1996: 93f.; Kohler 1996: 150. On the Adonis 
festival in Alexandria see most recendy Weber 1993: 170f., 284. 
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of boys riding horses, took place in the theater'*5, infront of an audience. The situation is 
quite different, however, in a decree of the Macedonian city Kalindoia (1 A D ) honoring a 
local benefactor for the organisation of a procession. The procession is called "artful / 
colourful" (TTOiKi'Ar)) and "worth seing" (a§io6ECXTOs)i5°, which clearly shows that the 
citizens were primarily spectators of their own festival. This impression is confirmed by 
the vocabulary used in the same decree, which places spectacle (8ECC), entertainment 
(d-rrctTTi), and pleasure (5iaxuotc T % uA/xfls) «n the foreground151. 
The transformation of festivals into staged spectacles was not only influenced by the 
interest of royalty and local aristocracy in self-representation. Another important factor is 
the influence of mystery cults, in which the element of ritual drama always played an 
important part. R. Merkelbach has paid great attention to this element1" a n d has shown 
it likely that the initiation ceremonies included ritual dramas in which the priests 
impersonated gods1". O f course, the impersonation of gods by priests, an essential 
theatrical element of worship, is well attested in earlier Greek religion as well'54; but from 
Hellenistic times on several references in literary sources and papyri indicate that stage-
devices, similar to those used in the theater, were applied in mystery cults, to present 
flying gods, lightning, and thunder, or give the astounded audience the impression that an 
earthquake was taking place155. 
12. Hellenistic theatricality: public life in cities of onlookers 
The examples I have presented here, without claiming to have collected even a 
representative part of the evidence, suffice to show that Hellenistic authors, or later 
authors drawing from Hellenistic sources, often perceived and presented public events as 
spectacles. The 'theatrical mentality' which J. J. Pollitt has recognized in the Hellenistic 
age, in general, applies to public life, in particular: "The theater in all ages has always 
H9 Polylcrates FrGrHist 588 F 1 = Athen. I V 139 de: Tr j 5E udarj T U V r p i w v fiuepcbv 
y l v E T a i Qia TfoiKfAri KCU TTaviVyuptc a^idXoyos tca\ UEy&An... fiAAoi (sc. TTCUOES) 5" 
E<p' '(TTTTCOV KEKoaunuEVcov T 6 8 £ a T p o v 8 i E ^ P X O V T a l - ° n t r i i s P a r t o f t n e Hyakinthia 
see Petterson 1992: 10f., 26. A t h e a t e r e x i s t e d in Sparta a l r e a d y in the 5th c e n t . : Kolb 1981: 
79-81, who a s s u m e s (ibid. 80) that t h i s p r o c e s s i o n o f the Hyakinthia a c t u a l l y took p l a c e in 
the a g o r a . The f e s t i v i t i e s for the w e d d i n g of Kleopatra (338 BC) i n c l u d e d a p r o c e s s i o n in the 
t h e a t e r : Diod. 16,92,5. 
'5o SEG 35, 744 11. 20-22: KCU -rf)[v] / E t r i 1 % T r a v n y u p E c o s TrouTrfiv TTOnciAnv K a \ 
a £ i o 6 [ d a T O v ] / oKEU&oac. 
15' SEG 35, 744 1. 25: [—1 xf]V Qtav Ka i T f )v aTrd[Tr) ]v [ K a \ -rf]v ot&lxycnv T f j s vyuxf)c. 
On the m e a n i n g of cmATH ( e n j o y m e n t ) see Robert 1960. 
i « Merkelbach 1995: 55, 114, 153-155. 159f., 172f., 175f., 178-181, 348f., 373, 390, 406. 
For ' c u l t - t h e a t e r ' in i m p e r i a l t i m e s see, e.g., MacMullen 1981: 18-27. 
'53 Cf. Plut., Delside27 [Mor. 361 d]: reus a y i c o T C i T a i s a v a u E ^ a a a TEAETCUS Ek6vac 
Ka\ irrrovolas KOA u u r f i u a T a T d a v TCVTE Tra8r)udT<av. EUGE^EICCS 6UO0 Bloayua KCU 
Ttapauu8iov 6cv5p6ot KCX\ yuvai§ \v inrd ouucpopcov EXOUE"VOIS 6UO(COV 
Ka8coolcooEV. 
I5* Deubner 1960: 107-109. 
155 Merkelbach 1995: 149, 159f., 178-181, 195; cf. Hesberg 1987: 66. 
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served to provide a reflection of, or analogue of life, but in the Hellenistic period one gets 
the impression that life was sometimes seen as a reflection of the theater1'6". The question 
arises, of course, if public life was only seen as theatrical or if it was theatrical. 
W e have seen that the largest part of the sources which attest theatrical elements in 
political oratory and in public appearances of statesmen is of an anecdotal nature. It is 
quite probable that Hellenistic authors, especially Douris and Poseidonios (§ 3-4), were 
keen to underline dramatic elements in their narratives. But even if the accounts in 
literary sources cannot always be taken at face value, their conformity with what we may 
infer (a) from rhetorical treatises on the increasing importance of delivery in political 
oratory (§ 4), (b) from the documentary evidence on the staging of Hellenistic festivals (§ 
11), (c) from contemporary art (§§ 1 and 5), and (d) from the criticism exercized by 
Hellenistic authors on theatrical behavior in public life, particularly in connection with 
the manipulation of the masses (§ 4), leads to the assumption that theatricality in 
Hellenistic public life is not an invention or a stylistic feature of contemporary literature. 
It is safe to assume that political oratory increasingly resembled dramatic performance, 
that not only historians but also statesmen paid greater attention to costumes, gestures, 
facial expressions, and voice control, that actors and stage-devices were employed in 
festivities organized by statesmen and kings, and that the public appearances of kings and 
orators were as carefully studied and staged as the appearances of actors. 
Naturally, the question arises whether theatricality is a distinctive feature of 
Hellenistic public life, an innovation which distinguishes it from the public life, say, of the 
archaic or the classical period. An answer to this question is aggravated by the fact that we 
see the public life of earlier periods primarily through the eyes of texts written either by 
Attic authors or authors who lived in Athens. Herodotos, Thucydides, Xenophon, the 
orators, the comic poets, Plato, and Aristotle composed their works, at least in part, in a 
city where theatrical performances had a long tradition. Their works are written for an 
audience which had been exposed to the art of theater for generations. The public life 
they describe is, basically, the public life of citizens whose response to statesmen was 
inevitably influenced by their experiences as members of theatrical audiences157. 
Consequently, the indisputable presence of'theatricality' in our classical Attic sources may 
reflect the situation only in Athens and thus distort the general picture. W e cannot 
assume that nothing changed in the Hellenistic world in this respect, only because 
theatricality prevailed, in the court and the assembly, already in classical Athens (or a few 
other large urban centers, such as Syracuse). 
Even if we make allowance for the fact that theatricality is, in one or another form, 
an inherent feature of social life in general (§ 2), the Hellenistic source material presents 
us with references to theatrical elements in a quantity and diversity which is unknown in 
earlier periods - even in Athens. Theatricality in the perception, in the representation, 
and - as I believe - in the reality of public life can, indeed, be seen as a distinctive feature 
of the Hellenistic age, at least in the great urban centers. 
•56 PoIlittl986:4. 
157 Ober 1989, esp. 152-155, 174-177, 221-226 (particularly on the role of'dramatic fiction' in 
the court and in the assembly). See also above notes 10 and 28. 
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This calls for an explanation. The increasing popularity and the ubiquity of theatrical 
perfomances account at least in part for the elaboration of theatricality in public life. 
Theatricality and theatrical production share a lot of things, such as the use of a script, an 
elaborate setting, advanced acting skills, the use of costumes, and the smart application of 
stage-machinery. As professional specialization advanced1'8 and the refinement of 
theatrical skills reached an unprecedented level, ambitious statesmen and kings could 
draw on this 'know-how' for their staged appearances. And they were probably expected 
to do so. Theatrical inventiveness could only nourish the desire of audiences, - audiences 
in the broadest sense of the word, i.e., in the assembly, in the court, in the market place, 
in the festival - for novel and unexpected effects1*'. Since public life took place to a great 
extent in theaters (cf. § 3) - or for that matter in constructions with very similar spatial 
organization160 - , the intrusion of theatrical elements in public life was inevitable. 
Although Hellenistic theater undoubtedly contributed to Hellenistic theatricality, it 
would be misleading to see it as its cause. Both the popularity of theatrical performances 
and the theatricality of public life seem to be expressions of the same development, of an 
unprecedented (in these dimensions) desire for spectacles. This is not the impression of a 
modern scholar; it is the observation of a certain alert traveller in Hellenistic Greece, 
known as Herakleides of Crete: in his description of Athens he gives an account of what 
must have impressed any visitor of the city in the 3rd century BC: "festivals of all sorts; 
intellectual enjoyment and recreation through all sorts of philosophers; many 
opportunities for leisure; spectacles without interruption161". Already at the beginning of 
the century another keen observer of Athenian life, Theophrastos, had made the theater 
the setting which permited him to study typical characters. His continual references to 
theatrical performances and other forms of public entertainment162 show that the regular 
attendance of spectacles had become as much a part of Athenian everyday life as the visit 
to the barber's shop, the market, the assembly, and the court, - or as the visit to movies, 
concerts, museums, and tourist sights, or the watching of T V in the modern world. This 
applies to some extent to other Hellenistic urban centers as well. Never before in Greek 
history were so many new festivals established as in the three centuries which follow the 
death of Alexander; never before did so many and different public celebrations take place, 
- old and new religious festivals, commemorative anniversaries, inaugurations of public 
buldings, weddings, receptions of kings, thanks-giving sacrifices, birthdays of kings and 
158 On criteria which permit us to recognize professional specialization in Hellenistic theater see 
some preliminary remarks in Chaniotis 1990. 
!59 This has been pointed out by Slater (1995: 143-148, 153f.) in connection with the 
theatricality of justice; cf. Hesberg 1996: 94 on the influence of the theater on appearances 
and audiences of kings. 
160 See Hansen - Fischer-Hansen 1995: 53-76 (classical and Hellenistic ekilesiasteria); cf. Ober 
1989: 152 (for classical Athens). 
161 Herakleides 1,1 ed. Pfister: eopxcu navToSccrral- <piXooc«pcov TfavTo5aTrcbv HATXHS 
ccrr&Tai Kcrt avdirauais;- oxoXcrt noXXal- Seat OUVEXETS. On this passage see Robert 
1960: 8 (notion of aTfctTn); Fittschen 1995: 57 with note 17, 59, 63-69. 
1" Theophr., Charact. 2,11; 6,3-4; 7,9; 9,5; 11,3; 14,4; 21,13; 21,16; 22,2; 30,6; 30,14. 
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benefactors, gymnasium competitions, etc.163. Public lectures given by intellectuals 
(ETTISEI^EIS. ocKpodoE is ) are another form of spectacle - again, unknown in this 
frequency and variety in earlier periods164. And if one could not be satisfied with these 
public shows, he could find redress in theatrical performances and other forms of 
entertainment at private dinner parties.165 
When reading contemporary texts one gets the impression that festivals and 
sancturies had almost been transformed from spaces of religious experience into objects of 
aesthetic delight. The women in Theokritos' Adoniazousai visit the palace in Alexandria 
primarily to watchv/hat the queen had prepared for the festival (8aa6^Evai: § 11) and to 
admire the palace's luxurious decoration. In Herodas' 4th mime ('AaKAr|Tricp 
ctvccTi0eTcrai KCCI 0uaid£ouaai) Kynno's and Kokkale's visit to the temple of Asklepios 
to offer a sacrifice (11. 1-20, 79-95) develops into sightseing and enjoyment of the 
sculptural decoration (11. 20-40, 55-78)166. In the same way religious processions become 
the object not only of visual gratification (a^loSdaTOj: § 11), but also of literary 
description — again, for the first time in Greek literary history167. The delight and wonder 
we observe in the descriptions of works of art in Kallixeinos of Rhodes or Herodas must 
have been shared by the lost representatives of a flourishing literary genre, the descriptions 
of dedications in cities and sanctuaries168. 
If the Hellenistic world offered an abundance of things to be seen and to be 
wondered at, such as spectacular public monuments, impressive dedications in 
sanctuaries, richly decorated facades of private houses, extravagant royal ships, mobile 
works of art, a luxurious public architecture, public processions and funerals169, it is not 
only because they served the self-representation of kings, cities, and elites, but also because 
the Hellenistic people "liked to watch" (to use Mr. Gardiner's expression in Jerzy 
Kosinski's Being There). What a 'performer' - in the most general sense of the word -
offers and what his receptors demand are connected in a dynamic interplay: an innovative 
163 Chaniotis 1995: 148-150, 164-168. 
164 Eg, Guarducci 1927/29 (poets); Chaniotis 1988a: 365-382 (historians); Jouanna 1992: 
109-124 (physicians). Lectures and other performances during diplomatic missions: 
Chaniotis 1988b. 
165 For the latter see Jones 1991. 
166 See, e.g., 1. 23, 35, 56: oux oprjs; 1. 27: Spr); 1. 39f.: emu, q>(Xr), uoi KC<\ KctA6v T! aoi 
5ei£co / TTpfiyu' oTov o u x " P i ^ a c E£ 6TEU CCOEIC. 
167 Kallixeinos of Rhodes, FrGrHist627 F 2; Athen. V 194 c-195 c. Cf. the similar interest in 
the description of funerals (notes 130-131). 
168 Eg., Heliodoros of Athens FrGrHist 373: ITEp\ TCOV 'A6rlvr)at 6vaenu6:Tcov, TTept 
TCOV 'A8f)vr]ai TptiT68cov; Alketas, FrGrHist 405 F 1: TSspl TUV EV AsAcpots 
d v a & n u A T C O V ; cf. the 'Lindian Anagraphe' {FrGrHist - Chaniotis 1988a: 52-57 T 13) and 
the description of dedications in the Heraion of Samos in the histories of Leon of Samos 
(FrGrHist 540 T 1 = Chaniotis 1988a: 308f. E 16). 
169 On royal ships (Ptolemy IV, Kleopatra) see Hesberg 1996: 88f.; Pfrommer 1996. On the 
theatrical quality ("Inszenierung") of private architecture, esp. from the 2nd century on, see 
Hesberg 1994: 33; cf. ibid. 54-64 ("Architektur der Fassaden"), 97-100 (figurative 
architectural ornaments). On mobile works of art and mechanical devices see Hesberg 1987. 
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performance may create new tastes, which in their turn generate the desire and the 
continual demand for more elaborate and complex performances. Hellenistic spectacles 
may very well have been the medium by which kings legitimized their rule, benefactors 
increased their popularity, and cities demonstrated a sense of civic pride170. Likewise they 
may even have been a device of the elites to distract attention away from pressing social 
problems. As Herakleides of Crete bluntly put it: "Because of the spectacles and 
entertainments in the city [Athens], the common people have no experience of hunger, as 
they are made to forget about food" (translated by M. M. Austin)1™. But whatever factors 
may have contributed to the wide diffusion of shows, from the moment spectacles and 
visual wonders conquered the minds and the taste of Hellenistic urban populations, life 
could not be the same again. The Hellenistic cities had become cities of onlookers. 
This rise of a 'culture of onlookers' manifests itself in various manners, in religion, in 
art, in intellectual life, and in politics. Lost in the masses of the great urban centers the 
individual was an onlooker of rituals, sacrifices, and processions, which sometimes did not 
take place in the streets with his participation, but in the theater or the stadium. From an 
integral part of civic life, they had gradually developed into spectacles, for which 
oftentimes professional actors, dancers, and musicians had to be engaged. The individual 
was an onlooker of cultural activities, in the theater, in the agora, in the gymnasium. In a 
period of high specialization in the performing arts he went to the theater not to admire 
his own son as member of a chorus or his neigbour as an actor, but to applaud the foreign 
professional. And in the assembly, or in other public events (e.g., reception of kings or 
benefactors, trials, etc.) he was an onlooker as well, even when he was actively engaged in 
the spectacle. He had become accustomed to perceive public life as a performance and a 
spectacle; consequently, he expected the protagonists of public life to respond to this 
perception. 
It goes without saying that this development is particularly clear in public life, with 
the increasingly prominent position of 'protagonists': kings, 'professional' generals, 
specialized orators, wealthy benefactors, and other representatives of urban elites172. It is 
true that the prominent role of a few statesmen is already attested in pre-Hellenistic 
times173 and that the demos was anything but passive in the Hellenistic age, during which 
in every city the assembly met more often than before and discussed the issues at least 
with the same intensity and pathos as in the classical period174. Given the established 
Royal propaganda: e.g., Hesberg 1987: 63, 66-70. Civic pride: Chaniotis 1995: 160-163. 
Herakleides 1,2 ed. Pfister: EOTI hk TCUC uev Odcac rj TTCSAIC KCU a x o A a i c TCHC 
SriMOTiKoTs auETra(a0r|TO5 Xi|ioO, Xi'iOnv EUTroiouaa t % TCOV afrcov Trpoacpopas. 
This socio-political development has often been characterized as a 'regime of the notables' in 
recent research. See esp. Veyne 1976: 110-118, 201-209 ("regime des notables"); cf. Gehrke 
1990: 68f., 181f. ("Aristokratisierung", "Heraustreten der Honoratiorenschichten"); Quass 
1993 ("Honoratiorenschichten"). But see now the cautious remarks of Habicht 1995 against 
the idea of a monopolization of power by a "Honoratiorenschicht". On the importance of 
the benefactors see Veyne 1976: 228-271; Quass 1993: 196-210; cf. the modifications and 
the chronological differentiation by Gauthier 1985. 
See most recently Ober 1989, esp. 11-17. 53-103, 112-118 (classical Athens). 
On the function of the assembly in the Hellenistic age see Quass 1993: 353-373. 
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constitutional status of the assembly in the cities — as opposed to the actual, but not legal, 
preponderance of the elites —, the Hellenistic statesmen had to rely on delicate skills of 
perfomance in order to manipulate the masses in the assembly and to preserve the fiction 
of the rule of the people. The kings' role in the fragile balance of power between the 
monarchic aspirations and the pretensions of urban populations (in Greek poleis and in 
capitals) was quite similar. The kings had to construct an image of supremacy which 
would legitimate their rule and at the same time respect the fiction of civic autonomy175. 
The complex problems posed by the relations between masses and elites were not 
new in the Hellenistic age, but they had become more intense: the gap between the 
protagonists of public life and the common people in the great urban centers was 
continually widening. This dichotomy in public life - between elite and masses - could 
now be perceived and expressed with terms borrowed from the world of the theater, as the 
interaction of performers and receptors. Ancient thought could describe the part played in 
public life by a prominent individual in a variety of ways, for example, by comparing the 
political leader with the captain of a ship, the charioteer, the shepherd, the physician,176 
or the actor. If the perception of the statesman as an actor and of public life as a stage, 
attested sporadically in the 4th century'77, had become a widespread topos in the 
Hellenistic age178, it is because public life was theatrical and subject to careful staging and 
skillful performance. A n anecdote about Demosthenes' death epitomizes this 
development179: Demosthenes is said to have had a dream the night before his suicide. He 
175 On the fragile balance of power between king and polis see Orth 1977. On the role of the 
population of the capital see Fraser 1972: vol. I, 93-132, esp. 106-132. On the importance 
of theatricality for the legitimacy of royal power see Hesberg 1989 and 1996. 
17« See, e.g., Plat., Res p. I, 342 d-343 b; Polyb. 12,27,9; Stob. 4,7,61 (p. 264,8-11 Hense). 
177 An early direct attestation is Philistos' description of Dionysios' funeral in 367/6 BC 
(FrGrHist 556 F 40 b), if Plutarch's words {Pelop. 34: oTov TpctycpStas UEydXrft Tfjs 
TupavvtSos E£68IOV 8eaTpiK6v y E v d u E v o v ) reflect the original wording of Philistos. 
178 See above § 10 and notes 7, 8, 50, 84, and 96. See also Diod. 32,15,4 (on Andriskos' 
revolt): E<ptAoTiurl6ri Tf)v TOU 5p&ucrros auvriAEiav -rrp6c T6 xdXoc dyayETv; Plut., 
Lysand. 23 (on the relation between Lysandros and king Agesilaos): ETTE\ 8E t\$ Tf)v 'Aatav 
•rrapayEvouEvcov -npb$ EKETVOV IIEV OOK EXOVTEC 0 1 orv6pcoiroi auv^Ocos fSpax^a 
Kai cnravtcoc SiEAsyovTO, T6V 8E AtiaavSpov EK TToAAfjs 1 % Trp6a8EV outXfac dl 
TE cpfXoi 6Epa-iTEi)ovTE5 o'( TE UTTOTTTOI 5E8OIK6TE5 Ef OITCOV ETT\ 8upas Ka\ 
-rrapr)KoXovi8ouv, oTow kv TaTc TctycpSlcuc ETTIEIKCOS avuPafvEi uepi Toifc 
CnroicpiTds, T 6 V HEV ayyfi'Xou Ttv6$ f\ OEpdirovTOs; ETTEKEIUEVOV Trpdaco iTov 
EU8OKIUETV KO\ TrpcoTaycovicrrETv, T6V 5E SidSnua « a \ a K f j i T T p o v <popoOvTa unSi 
aKO\iEo6ai <p8Eyy6u£vov; ibid. 25: cbamp kv TpaycpSlg ur)xavr|v aTpcov ETT\ TOUJ 
TroXh-ac, X6yia TTu86xpria"ra KO\ xprpnoijs owExISEt KO\ KOITEOKEOCI^ EV; Plut., 
Mor. 337 de (Meleagros puts Arhidaios on the Macedonian throne): dycoviaxfj y&p 
rVyEfiovfocc OiroicpiTfjw ETrEtarVyayE (sc. Meleagros), uaXXov 8' cbs 4ir\ aierivrjs T6 
8l68rma KCO<p6v StE§nX8E x % oiKOUUEvris. On the theatrical vocabulary and similes in 
Plutarch see Di Gregorio 1976:168-173. 
17» Plut., Demosth. 29: 6 8E Ar)Uoa8evris ExOyxavEV 6yiv Ecopatcdss icaxd TOUS i h r v o u c 
EKEtvriS xfjs V U K T 6 5 6 X X 6 K O T O V . E56KEI y d p dvTayoovf^Eoeai TO> 'Apxt<? 
x p a y c p 5 ( a v u t r o K p i v d u E V o s , EunuEpcbv 5E KCU K O T ^ U V T 6 B d a x p o v EV8E!O: 
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saw himself as a tragic actor contending with his prosecutor Archias for the prize. 
Demosthenes won the favour of the audience, but what cost him the victory was his lack 
of costumes and stage decoration. 
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